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firemen fought to contain the blare.
Smoke and flames billowed from the roof of the Houston -McDevitt Clinic as

Staff Pholoib Dakid Hill
- „

-75 Firemen Fight Blaze

ak:

Gale Broach displays _alorli of glee 'at the
- • A LOOK- Of GLEE—Miss
that she had been,selected,as Murray State
Announced
it.was
moment
Queen in pregame .ceremonies at Saturflonietoming
University's 1976
of. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Broach of
daughter/
the
Broach,
Miss
day's game,
victory over Middle Tennessee
24-10
Racers
Murray', reigned over the
Staff Photo Ilk Mike Brantton
•
University.
State

1The Houston-MeDevitt Clinic was totally -gutted today by a
fire which broke out around 8:45 a. m. this morning. The fire
was believed to have started in an air conditioning unit on the
roof on the North end of the building and -quickly spread
through duct4vork into office' on the third floor.
Dr. Dick Stout, whose office was apparently the first hit by
the flames,said
"When I openedthe door to the office flames were virtually
leaping all over the place."
All Murray Fire Department Units as well as the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue unit!: 'A Cri on the scene within minutes
after the alarm was turned In_ A fire-fighting unit from the
Mayfield -Pipe Department. along W7ith--76Veli Mayfield• firefighters, arrived on the :,eene about 11 a.m. A total of 75
men from the combined unit', were fighting the fire.
'It was thought that virtually all records in portions of the clinic-were destroyed, either by the fire itself or ,by smoke
and water damage.
James E. G'arrison, thdirman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board, and Stuart Poston, hospital, administrator, said that all faqilities of the hospital would be
put at the clinic's disposal Dr. C. C. Lowry, president of the
clinic corporation, said that the clinic . doctors -would meet
later today in an effort to determine what steps they should
take to continue providing medical care to local citizens.
Replacement value of the building itself, which was erected in 1929; was estimated as at least $1 million. Marry of the
records destroyed in the Haie are jrreplacable however,
spokesman said.
Pete Waldrop, in charg, it the clinic's business office, said
that the business record:, •,k JO be replaceable because they
were duplicated in a coo ioater at PSR computer services in
Murray.
ing to bring the fire under conFire-fighters were still
trol at Press time today..
No.injuries were 'reported in the fire. The building housed
offices for 18 doqt,ors.
A special called meeting of the Murray-Calloway _County_
Hospital Board Was set to start today at-12:15 p. m. to make
special arrangements due to the fire at the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic,Inc.,today, according to Poston.
A unit from the Hazel Fire Department was standing by at
City Hall as a precautionary measure in case a. lire wasreported in other areas of the,city.

tis

A cloud of thick smoke from the
fire covered the downtown area.
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Miss Vickie Cunningham Is Married
Jo Mr. Allen In Church Ceremony

Mrs. McNeely
Hostess For
Class Meet

Alma McNeely opened her
The sanctuary of Martin's
home
on Ryan Street for the
Methodist
Chapel United
meeting of the Ann Hassel!ine
Church of Murray was the
Sunday School Class of the
setting for the recent wedding
Memorial Baptist Church on
of Miss Vickie Cunningham,
Monday,October 4,at seven p.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W
ns.
A. Cunningham of Murray,
Pauline Wainscott was in
and Brent Allen, son of Mrs.
of the meeting in the
charge
Susie Allen of Murray and
absence of the president.
Robert Allen of Dover,Tenn.
Louie Gibson led the opening
The impressive double ring,
prayer.
candlelight ceremony was
Zella Covington gave the
performed at seven p.m. by
devotion
on "The Prayer
Rev. Charles Morris.
Jesus Taught," using for her
The vows were exchanged
By Abigail Van Buren
scripture, The Model Prayer.
amid a magnificient setting.
1976
Mrs. McNeely, secretary,
The altar was banked by two
gave
reports.
with
candelabra
tree
brass
The .closing prayer was by
cansparkling
N.:roc,al
eight
twenty
DEAR ABBY: I've been married to this man for six
hre
MO.eft is rat rot wind)••likeihiempsdlelik• IpsolOsob Vaal*
Mrs. Wainscot t.
were
brit of As SrS.
years, and I don't think he loves me anymore. I came back dles. The candelabra
A
was
social
held
hour
stangreen
backed by two
from a trip one day earlier than I was expected, and I
during which refreshments
C
found my husband and this woman together. Not only dards with emerald. The
were served by Mrs. McNeely
was
setting
summer
my
one
nightgown—the
beautiful
that, but she was wearing my best
with Willie Garland giving
husbandtetligiven me for Mother's Day!
completed by two grecian
thanks. Also present was
fuss and the police came and broke it.up. urns filled with summer
I star
Maggie Paschall.
They took her to the emergency hospital to repair some bouquets of baby's breath,
cuts and bruises I had given her during the fuss. I know I carnations, roses, daisies,
shouldn't have torn into her that way, but I have a very asters, snapdragons, and
bad temper.
fern in the bride's
The next day when I was straightening up my house I bakers
found all her underwear behind the sofa cushion. What colors of pink and blue.
The family pews were
should I do with her underwear?
with matching
marked
BANGOR, MAINE
summer bouquets.
ilr. and Mrs. Brent Allen
DEAR BANGOR: Give it to GOODWILL.(Maybe the
Preceding.the ceremony the
underwear isn't hers!)
Tony
by
lit
candles were
inaawasliob
feeepiion was bolds in, the'.-- The Lonle Moon Group of
Raspberry arid Larry CrtnGroomsmen were Owen Fellowship Hall of the church.
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for four months, and cher.
he First Baptist Church
my wife and I are having our first disagreement.
Garrison and Glen Culp.
The beautifully appointed Women met at the home of
wedding
of
program
A
She insists that its bad manners to clean up one's plate.
Junior groomsman was Scott bridal ;able was overlaid with
Mrs. James Ward on Monday,
She says when we are at someone's home or dining out, I music was presented by Ricky Nix, nephew of the bride.
an ivory cloth centered with a October 4, at 7:30. p. m. with
inlook like I'm half-starved when I finish every morsel of Cunningham. Selections
The ringbearer was Timmy
arranged with Mrs. T. C. Collie as cohostess.
food on my plate. She says I should always leave a little cluded "Theme from Romeo Cunningham, also nephew of silver epergne
breath.
baby's
and
mums
Story,"
"Love
something.
and Juliet,"
Ron Sanders, student at
The three-tiered wedding Murray State University, was
I say its foolish and wasteful to leave perfectly good "Color My World," "Summer the bride. Ushers were Tony
CrutLarry
and
Raspberry
with
cake was decorated
food on a plate to be thrown out —especially at today's Place,- "A Time for Us," and
in charge of the program who
prices. Also, cleaning my plate is a habit of mine. Ever "Sunrise, Sunset." The cher.
draped garlands and roses of gave the devotion. He also led
The men., in the wedding pink and blue. The top tier was
since I was a wee lad, my mother prodded me to clean my traditional wedding marches
in the singing of hymns, acplate.
party were all attired in blue elevated and topped by a bride
used.
were
companying himself on the
Please settle this.
that matched the and grtiom statuette. Circling
Vocal selections by Letha tuxedoes
guitar. Mr. Sanders also gave
CANADIAN
Permed Ilea Cat
worn by the he
tuxedo
while
of the cake were Christian witnessing while
Patterson *and accompanist,
In.,
They wore King white swans accented with
groom.
ewe Cain.o.rekr
juggling and sang a solo acDEAR CANADIAN: 01a-fashioned-etiquette books Judy Henry, were -"If," and
bout
silk
onnieres—
Arthur
pink net. Punch, nuts and companying himself on the
suggested that we "leave a little." But new-fashioned "The Lord's Prayer."
The bride's mother .chose mints were served from
common sense tells us to "waste not."
Following the vows, the
guitar.
I'm not recommending that the last drop of gravy be bride was escorted by the for her daughter's wedding a crystal appointments. -Frances Brown, leader,
kmo
turquoise
of
sopped up with bread; just don't Out any more on your groom to a table where two formal rown
Assisting with the serving
of chiffon were Mrs. Clarissa Todd, Mr's. presided. A discussion on
floral
a
jacket
with
plate than you can eat.
candles symbolizing the inprospects for new members
irr tones of turquoise and Jean Lee and Mrs. .Rebecca
of Murray
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing as one woman who has been dividuals. in a marriage Were green. She wore a.Glamour- Cunningham. They all wore was held. The prayer calendar
groom
and
bride
The
burning.
was
led
who
by
Collie
Hwy_ 641 N
Mrs.
same
the
in
other
women
in love with a married man to
corsage of white cattleys corsages of carnations and
also gave the closing prayer.
--boat. I suggest the following mekage to the man's wife: then lit a center candle orchids.
Regular Sessions 730 - 10 Mon. thru Sat. and Sunday 2 to 4
silk flowers. The reception
Eleven members, one new
Dear Wife: Your husband is going to leave you and declaring their unity in
Beginners Session Sot 10.12&2.4
The groom mother Was was directed by Mrs. Rebecca
marry me just as soon as:
marriage.
George
Colson,
member, Mrs.
length peach Cunningham.
floor
-a
in
ired
(a) you recover from your nervous breakdown,.eye
Bride's Dress
and Mr. Sanders were
Parties by Appelekeent
gown with matching
Before the bride's departure present.
infection, hysterectomy.
The bride, given in knit
a
wore
also
jacket.
She
job,
a
find
for her honeymoon, her
(b) you complete your vocational training,
marriage by her parents, was
of white mother presented her corsage
retire.
white peau'de soie Glamour corsage
a
in
lovely
(c) your kids are grown, out of high school, married and and lace gown fashioned_ with ca"leya orchids.
CHEESE SNACKS
io her daughter as a going
produce the first grandchild.
The .bride's grandmot he/, away corsage. The bride wore
Snappy
Cheese Snacks is
organza
of
bodice
empire
an
(d) his parents are "gone."(He can't divorce his wife as
Mrs. Reba Parrish: and her a navy jumpsuit accented by a another new leaflet that
re-lace
with
overlaid
living.)
are
parents
his
as
long
Mae Pruett, red and navy scarf.'
highlights quickly prepared
embroidered with seed pearls. great aunt, Mrs.
(e$. The dog has its pups.
corSenora
Dr. D. Chris Emmert, Chiropractor
presented
were
for superb but
recipea
directed
was
wedding
The
bouffant
ONE OF "THOSE" The gently lucked
of
carnations.
white
sages
inIt
snacking.
nutritious
of
sister
Nix,
by Mrs. Brenda
is retiring and is pleased to announce the selection of
sleeves of organza had a deep
The bride's register was 'he bride.
cludes Hot Monterey Dip,
cuff fa;teried al the wrist with
Dr. Ryan L. Thacker
kept by Mrs. Susan CunThe couple is now -resitting Smoky Swiss Spread, Cheeseiny covered buttons.
table
register
The
ningham.
Bean
at 3,2.5 South Center Street, Shrimp F?ndise, Cheesy
to take his place in the Practice of Chiropractic at the
Completing the bridal enWith a lace cloth' Collierville, TN, where the Dagwood,The Classic Reuben
former Emmert Chiropractic Center now the
semble was a veil especially was overlaid
by a vase of groom is employed by The and the Cool Rachel Sanddesigned and handmade to and accented
and baby's Michigan Wisconsin Pipeline wich, among many others.
roses
tropicana
The monthly meeting of the May's presentation.
of
match the gown, created
breath.
of
Murray
parents
and the bride is employed by For your copy, send a
• Nancy ...Hankins presided bridal silk illusion encircled
Reception
Cooperating Pre-School was over
First Citizens Bank of stamped,self-addressed, legal
with
sprinkled
and
lace,
753-9909
with
the business segment of
Following the wedding a Collierville.
held Tuesday, October Sat the the
sized envelope to Snappy
meeting. Mrs. Hankins lace appliques embroidered
Hours:
University School.
Cheese Snacks, American
announced that Martha Pit- with pearls. The veil fell softly
Mon.,
Wed.,
Thurs.,
Fri., 9-1
Speaker for the evening was
Dairy Association, 6300 North
tman has been hired as music to the floor and swept into a
Tue., Sat. 9-12
Dr. Charles May,chairman of
River
Road,
Rosemont,
teacher again this year and chapel train.
the Department of Child
Illinois 60018.
The bride carried_ a
will come so the school-each.Studies at Murray State
Wednesday.; Dates for the traditional Princess Cascade
University. He spoke on the
Thanksgiving and Christmas of.everglow silks, made up of
stages children jo through
Frances Drake
pinched sweetheart roses,
vac.a ions were decided upon.
from age eighteen months to
gardenias, ivy, baby's breath,
Refreshments were served
six years. A question and
FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 19, 1976
and stephanotis. The lovely
answer period followed Dr. to.conclude the evening..
Look in the section in which inventiveness; heighten your
silks were accented by a
your birthday comes and find imagination. Much can be
cathedral strand of pearls.
what your outlook is, according accomplished on a day like this!
The bride's only jewelry
SAGITTARIUS
to the stars.
was a diamond necklace giver
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 3°Yffief).
her by the groom. She wore
n,e -,Ses
ARIES
Sudden, unexpected moves,
the traditional, "something (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
abrupt speech, unconventionpl
A bra& rew financial start action could get you into difnew,
something
old,
borrowed, indicated — • - accomoailked.-- by ficulties and disturb the smooth
something
something blue, and a six— high hopes, which CAN be accomplishment you could hAe
igallz,t-L/gu must laist_the otherwise. Be alert!
pence in-her-shoe:'---Initiative, however —Nand CAPRICORN
Attending the bride as maid
confidently.
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
hcott
of honor was Donna Heat
TAURUS
Day awaits YOUR move.
of Murray. She wore a formal -( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stellar influences are fairly
Mixed influences, mixed generous,but you may run into
gown of blue polyester crepe.
possibilities. How you react to some complex situations which
The dress featured a shirred
opposition and unexpected will _require exceedingly good
empire waistline accented
obstacles will tell the tale
judgment to solve.'
with lace at the waist and
GEMINI
nric.3.74- AQUARIUS
neckline.. and complemented
I May 22 to June 21i ",
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
bition
by but ,erfly sleeves: SheYou May encounter a few
Look to revitalized
help yotr
baffling situations: Remain and lofty inspitatio
carried a Harmony bouquet of
undisturbed, neither...over- put over ,most • s and plans
everglow Silks made up of
under Uranus'
pinched sweetheart roses, anxious nor careless. A late-day now. A good uence.
inspiration should help you generous
gardenias, ivy, baby's breath, clear things up.
apci stephanotis in tones of CANCER
to Mar. 20)
( Fe
pink and blue.
inor assists and friendly
(June 22 to July 23
associates may be the biggest
The bridesmaids were Miss
Stars promise benefits fro
factors on your side now With
past- efforts as well as
Debbie Lee, cousin of the
and better-than-average influencei,
bride', and Miss Robin Allen, prising developments
you can achieve more than you
sister of'he groom. They were achreveThent -- in- recently probably
anticipate.
stagnant areas.
,
You,can
Thu pay Llt: for a first-class
at tired in pink dresses LEO
•
fashioned to match the maid ( July 24 to ,Aitg. 23
have a first-class personal Yisit bv, Long.
YOU BORN TODAY are
••-• of honor's dress. They also
Distance for 21 c' or less! A one-minute
Satisfactory gains indicated endowed with a high order of
carried identical Harmony in present tindertakings but day intellect, a strong will, great
dialed the I + wav4inywhere out-pf-state*
call
will not be good for starting new practicality and self-assurance.
bouquets.
2Ic or less any nig-ht between II p.m.
just
is
exis
acumen
busineSs
Your
The junior bridesmaid was ventures.
a.m. — and all weekend until 5 p.m.
8
and
be
could,
you
and
traordinary
VIRGO
Miss,Ramona Burnley. She ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23, nr c!.1 most successful in a managerial
Sunday. Additional minutes are only 1bc or
wore a pink dress of embossed
A favorable day for position or, in the financial
less. If you've got .correspondence to catch
organza. The dress featured
negotiations, working toward world, as an investment
up on. try long distance. It's a sure cure
I;CliOrS
contract settlements Parties of counselor. You have a .great
ruffles at the neck and
QUM:MIA
for the writer's cramp.'
work
Will
and
luxuries
of
now
part
love
second
the
appreciate
hemlines. She carried a
thern.
to
unstintingly
attain
what
you
to
have
offer
bouquet of silks to match the LIBRA
Call.today. Long disiance is aftswer.
Then, when you'veMirned 'the
other bridesmaids.
I Inted-S-1,1toN ewept
•In
money needed to satisfy your
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Miss Dana Todd 'was the
- Don't wait too long before desires, you're likely to go into a
flower girl. Her dress was ,making up your mind in mat- tailspin wondering whether to
© South Centrai Bel
identical to the junior ters where the time element is spend it. Just one of your more
•
bridesmaid's dress but in blue important. Highly favored: whimsical characterkstics!
versatile, aside.
,Low 1 + rates do nett apply to 0+ dialed long distance calls 1 rates do apply to
embossed organza. She creative interests. romance. Extremely
station calls you dial yourself station calls placed with an operator where
SCORPIO
from business, you could' also
carried a white basket filled (Oct. 24 to Nov. 7,
long distance dialing facilities are not available Low 1 + rates do not apply to
eel in the fields of law,
operator-assisted calls such as person-to-person,coin, hotel-motel guest,credit
with rose petals.
Generous stellar influences statesmanship, writing or
card, collect calls, ana on calls charged to another number, including special
Serving the groom as best stimulate your adaptability and medicine.
billing numbers
4

Comes Home to Find
'Other' Woman
by Cnycago T

N

V
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By Helen F. Andrew. M.S..
Health Educator

In' ANN 11 ALLEN
so/

Casseroles can catch any"Haw to Win
one's fancy because they're
Over Depression"
sauced. People like . their
creerey texture and find it
Charging that drug sand
especially appealing when conelect ro-shock therapy treat.„
trasted with the crispness
symptoms rather than the
vegetables and the Griner texunderlying cause of depresture of cheese, meat or fish.
Homemakers generally like sion, Tim LaHaye, in his book
casseroles because they offer "How to Win Over DepresMr. LaHaye has found it
an opportunity to be creative. sion," deals with the thought therapeutic to ask depressed
That's because many casse- patterns which give rise to people.to make a list of things'
roles can be made with the negative emotions.
for which they were grateful
end of a roast, the tast ottlie
LaHaye pinpoints anger and read it over once or twice
g turkey and even bits of cheese.
Here's an example: a wom- and self-pity as the roots of a day, thanking God for their
an can make a cream sauce to depression. His conclusiojis blessings. Following this prowhich she adds two or three are based on persona experi- gram for one week "revitalkinds of cheese. Thekie used ence in counseling and in con- ized their mental attitudes
to lace some crisply cooked ducting Family Life Seminars. and dispelled all sorrow and
cabbage chunks, some planWorking in; a context of despondency."
ned-over ham, chicken or even Judeo-Christian faith, LaHaye
With medical estimates that
a few frankfurters sliced into 'summarizes the counsel he 70-85 percent of all physical
eolocful circles. She might
to emoadd some favorite seasoning has given to thousands-many ailments are related
such as chopped green onion, of whom have won the light tional disturbance and with
pimientoes or a dash of cara- against depasesaaaseraia..these mental depression becoming
'increasingly prevalent, Tim
way seed. All it needs is heat- ten steps: .
ing in a moderate oven for
1. Accept' yourself as a LaHaye's book offers encourhalf an hour or so.
,
creature of God. Thank Him agement and practical help to
-Milady may go an alto- for what you -lie-and trust multitudes of sufferers and
gether different route. To Him to gradually make you their relatives and friends.
canned chili-beef soup she the person He waets you to
7. Anticipate the superadds drained cooked Whey
abundant life God has in store
beans and some cubes of be. •
—
2. Accept God's forgiveness for your Monterey Jack or Provolone
8. Seek first the kingdom of
cheese. She places this in a for yeur sins (including the sin
casserole arid covers with of self-pity). If yeu _find sin in God.
9. Give yourself to God to
corn chips and heats through: your life, confess it. Then
Then, there's an old-fash- thank God for His-forgiveness. serve people. Depressed peoioned dish called a strata.
3. Superimpose God -onto ple are inclined to spend too
For thik she makes four white your self-image.
much time thinking about
- bread saftdwiekes-aatbas-seifti- 4. Visualize yourself as Hod t
God by
cheese like Muenster, Brick, is shaping you. Resist the helping people forceseyou to
Colby or Cheddar and slices
someone-besides
each sandwich into fourths temptation to see yourself in think about
yourself.
to stand up in a casserole. She the light of past failures.
10. In everything give
5. Visualize by faith your
beats four eggs with three
cups of milk and adds sea- basic life goals and write them thanks. A grateful person is a
sonings. This is poured over down. You thus activate your happy person.
the sandwiches to stand for subconscious mind to remind
Lolioye "How lo Ai, Over Depres
several hours or overnight, you of those things.
soon '
1971 Zoedervon Pubt,sh.eo
Coond Roptds Aol,ch
House
then baked at 325 degrees F.
6. Always be positive.
C 1 975, os o co.noly ser...ce 0+
for 55 to 60 minutes. A great
Avoid griping, criticism and .he Heo/11. Deportmon, Gene,01 Cc:w
casserole for six!
Se.ero, dcly Ad.en,s,s
.fererIce
gossip.
•"11

AMIE essa
r

"C-1•7rt

Little Table Easily Made

The largest casino in Puerto
Rico can be found in the new
Holiday Thn hotel at Condado
Beach.
allmessimilmwmanweelleseemer

MISS YOUR PAM!
Sobealliero sae have cbf
received flair boece-delvered
eery of The Murray Law &
MesidayPaces by 5:30 p.
,kis* Of by 3:14 p.
eel
Saierdeve Sr. mid
1311916
30 p. a.
-friday,
mid p. S.
a. aid 4,. a.
or 3:310
ye Yews delivery
the ercramper. Cook IMO
be pieced by 6 p. a.
eallidwys or 4 p. a. SetSrguormsto• delivery.

liars

Small, handsome tables easi- Iwo or th of the tableican
ly built.of 2x4-inch western pine be grou
in front of a sofa for
or fir are versatile additions to a a cof table,and cushions can
family or livingroom. as coil-eadded with ties to the legs for
tables, plant stands or ex",
use as benches or foot stools.
seatin
Th
les are 17/fnches
sq
and 12.inches1igh. The
-inch legs areaotched to hold
I5-inch en -1-upports of 2x4s
ripped t wo-inch width, and
side pports 12 inches long.
our 2x4s laid flat On the end.
suppens • complete. the table".
he parts can be assembled
with-half-inch dowels and glue,
or with wood screws countersunk and filled.
After assembly, the table is Foot-high. 17-inch-square
sanded well, stained if desired, table easily built of 2x4-inch
sealed and finished with two western -wood also serves as
coats of vaanish or clear liquid bench, stand for plants.
plastic.
•

CAIAENDAR

•

The North. Elementary
Parent-Teacher Club met
Tuesday, October 5, at seven
p. m. at the school with the
Mrs. Sarah
Ellis Center will be open president,
from ten a. m. to three p. m. Alexander, presiding.
Rev. Heyward Roberts,
for Senior Citizens. Door
knockers for the bazaar will minister of Flint Baptist
the
presented
beat 10:30 a. m.and 2:15 p.m.- ,Church,
with band practice at one p. devotion.
Guest speaker was Larry
m.
Conlri of the Land Between
Murray TOPS Club will the Lakes TVA who spoke and
meet at Immanuel Lutheran showed slides on • "Environmental Education."
Church at seven p. m.
Dwain McClard reported on
• An exhibition of multimedia the clean up day held Sepworks by . Robert Manley, tember 11 at the school. He
former Murray State faculty expressed-his thanks for each
member„ now of Providence. one who helped.
Plans were made for the fall
R. I., will open in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, 'Price Doyle festival with Bobby Joe
Fine Arts Center, and con- Nanney as the chairman.
event will be held on F
tinue through NOvember-7.
1 arts
October 29, with a s

Proofs of pictures taken in
financial project of Murray
Woman's'Club will be shown
at Holiday Inn at times
designated.
County
- Calloway
Association ---,for Retarded
Citizens will meet at Robertson School gym at 7:30 p. m.
for program by Mrs. Susan
Hargrove's class.
Theta Department, MtuTay
Woman's Club, will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Librari at Seven p..trt. for
program, and later to club
house for business and
refreshments.

and crafts booth to be a new
feature of the festival and any
person having items to donate
should contact Mrs. Danny
Cunningham. A quilt has been
donated for a special drawing.
Tickets for the ham to be
given away are being sold.
Children will sell tickets on
a coutry ham to be given
away, and prizes of $50 first to
the room with the most tickets
and $25" to the second place
room will be given. A bicycle
will be given to the child
of
sells the largest n
tickets.
Queen conThe King
tests will e held with
Ives from each
repre
roo
Skeet Shoot was announced
for
Saturday,
November 13.

Paris

ad Club Hgiclo Meeting

Meat: Mrs. Sion, Has Program
The Creative Arts beciart-tmerie of the Murray Woman's
- -Club -held its wolrkshoja
meeting on Monday, Sep!ember 27, at 9:30 a. in. at the
club house.
Dee Ann Umar, chairman,
presided. New members
Carla
were
welconeed
Rexroat, Barbara Gray,
Ginny Crihfield, Jane Babb,
Pat Humphreys, and Sue Ann
Hutson.
The roll call was by Ann
Brooks, secretary, and the
financial report was by Teck

• -Farrell.
Lois Sparks announced
pains for the -Christmas
bazaar to be held November 13
at the Calloway County Public

Library.
Volunteers were -taken to
help with the Swine Flu
vaccination on October 20, 21,
and 22.
Donna „Story of Donna's
Needlepoint presented the
"Basket
on
program
Weaving."
Hostesses were Anna Mary
Adams, Jerri Andersen, Sue
Archer, Regina Haggett, and
Ann Burke.

We're celebrating with
THE FIRST 20% OFF SALE
in Aynsley's glorious history
The Shacase
1-21 by Pass

Club Meet's

$250,000 Maher Medical
coverage now being
- offered. Complete and
mall coupon today to see
If you are eligible.

i
I
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Murray Club- Members At--B&PW Roundup, Kenlake

PTO Will
Sponsor

without

Creative Arts Department Has

_ Dexter Senior Citizeng will
meet at 9:10 a. m, at Cornmunit y Center.

members present v.i,
The First United Methodist
Matt ie Bell Hays Circle
ChOrch Women met Tuesday,
having the largest number
October 5, at ten a. m. for the
presept. Reports were 4Iven
general meeting with the
Mrs. Carl Harrison and
by
executive board meeting at
13ers,
Cortez
Mrs.
8:45 a. m. A coffee was at 9:30
-treasurers.
,
a. m. in the social hall served
Announcements were made
by the Bessie Tucker Circle. '
of coming meetings and plans
Mrs.
Milton
Jones,
for the bazaar on November 9
president, opened the general
and 10 were made.
meeting held in Hale Chapel
Mrs. Otis Erwin red the
with Mrs. Garnett Jones
slate of new officers ark: Ntr,
leading the opening prayer.
James Fisher condo( I,: 4:
Miss Roberta Whitnah,
installation service..
secretary, read the minutes
_
Fifty-one person
and took the_circle count of
Calloway
The. North
present.
Elementary Junior Beta Club
first meeting on
held
'rfteiclaY, Ckrobef5a
New officers Were installed
as follows: Kelly Rogers,'
president; Mark Roberts,
vice-president; Cindy Carson,
Mayfield' was the proviIng secretary; Cornelia Jackson,
The B & PW Fall 13‘iound-Up
chairman.
Of Districts 1, II,
and IV
treasurer; Richard Tremblay,
The banquet S'Oeake: ‘Aos parffamentarian; Steve
was held at Keidake State
Resort Park on October 2 and Hon. Todd Hollenba( fr.rn Baker, song. leader; Gina
3. Josephine Poyner of Jefferson County. He ex- Gargus, reporter; C,elissa
tended a welcome to al: f,!
Curd, program chairman;
r
National B & PW
Scott -'Coleman, devotions!
which is to be held In leader. •
Louisville in 1977. He a.s, t Id
The group discussecl the new
of some urban proje,_ t hat year's activities. The sponsors
were to -make Louisvall,•mre this year are Patricia Lassiter
attractive, especially, n
and Ronnie Walker..
water front.
The club officers and
Rev. Bill Belva ,,f
sponsors attended the District
Baptist Church
Beta meeting held at Marshall
: t:rielrn County - High School on
devotional Sunday
the Garden Rolm. The October 7.
_
The. Murray Middle School buSiziess Meeting ' a• held
Parent Teacher Organization Sunday morning.
PEANUT PAIRS
Those at tendini.! fr.m
will sponsor a program for
New leaflet! peanut Pairs,
Were:
Jes.sle
grades five through eight to Murray
011a- - Mae Just off the press, combines
help students with reading Shoemaker,
Hi; Ruby
peanuts with dairy foods in
Roberts,
Betty
Lou
diffieulties.
Volunteers from the corn- Pool, Odelle Vance. .Madelie such--great- combinationfáS
munity are being asked to Tanen!, Lola McClain, Dais Zippy Peanut Snack Mix,
tape excerpts. from social Rowland, Annie Nare.e and Peanut Butter Fudge, Buttery
Peanut Brittle, Curried
studies textbooks. These tapes Frances Shea.
Chicken, Pineapple-Peanut
will then -be used by students
was
While Genghis Khan
who have difficulty reading sweeping across the world, he Upside Down Cake and many
others. To receive your copy,
the textbook.
carried cheese as part of-the
Anyone interested in par- .basic ration for his soldiers. send k stamped, self,
ticipating in this program is Ever since that time cheese addressed, legal size envelope
asked to cointiet-Mts. Frances has been part of the rations far to Peanut Pairs, American
Johnson, Mrs. Audrey Brown, „marching men because it's Dairy Association, 6300 North
or Mrs. Joan Wilson at the. compact, nutritioui as well as River Road. Rosemont,
Miriois 800.18.
-Middle School,phone 753-5125. nn instant food. •

rip

Don't
Make a Move!!

C8I4

Murray Assembly No. \s
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p. m,at tne
Masonic Hall.

North Beta

The answer is no and at Moe Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky we are working to prove it.
While some cost increases have been ineyitable, careful
management can help contain others. At Blue Cross and
Blue Shiefd of Kentucky we are constantly working to
prevent unnecessary increases.
We work continually with hospitals and doctors to pinpoint the factors that affect the cost of health care to help
find ways to keep them contained. We also carefully
examine charget fat doctor and hospital services.
No less,important are the cost saving practices we
enforce'in our own organization:By holding down our
, administrative expenses. we-assure a high return of our
dues income back to oil subscribers in the form of health
care beliefits.
You too can help by using health care services wisely,
For example, don't ask foejaaspital admission unless-your
...Perhaps you an get
.
doctor-eays its medically Messer-Y
the treatment you need on an outpatient basis. If you are
admitted to a hosPital, don't stay any longer than necessary. Working together, we can prove that the rising cost
of health care is not an irresistible force.

:
- ki •
.
11 10111110;

Home Of Mrs. Barbara White

Of Methodist Church Women

•

The PTC voted to give $50 to
the eighth grade for expenses
on't heir recent trip to the Land
Between the Lakes.'
.
Mr&'Marlene Beach's class
won the room count with
refreshments being served
seventh grade mothers

Wednesday,October 20
Sewing Class for .Senior
_ <b.
Citizens will be at Ellis Center
Monday,October 18
Methodist from -ten a. m. to noon. For
Our Hostess'
Dexter-Hardin
Gifts andMen will meet for supper at transportation call 753-9725
Road - Steely, Miss Reble Steely,
Paris
The
formation are
seven p.m. at the church With the day before or by 9:-15,oh‘
Homemakers Club met - Mrs. Ola McIntosh, Mrs.
this date.
the Key to Vow
Mike Miller as speaker.
Tuesday, October 12, in the Blaine-White, and Mrs. Sally
Community
New
cs will be at home of Mrs. Barbara White, Henson, with the latter'
Mrs. Koacrve °Maw.
• Bluegrass State C.B. Club „Swine Flu
member:
a
new
becoming
753.3679
tile
at
Mae
and president, who presided
est ock
_will meet in_tne_ Calloway MSU
„c1
Refrestmivnts
tnfing.
College
court
Expos'
Center,
n
County Court House
Mrs. Lucille Grogan gave by Mrs. White.
Fa
Road,from one to seven
room at seven p.m.
the devotion frozna4Psalrns , The next meeting will be in
.m.
24:1-6 and read an article on the home of Mrs. Alice Steely
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Citizens will meet for "Stewardship of the Earth." on November 9a1 11 a. in. •
Senior
First Presbyterian ,,Eburch, Meal at Douglas Center from Mrs. Ina Nesbitt called the
ts, at 7:30
16th and Main
11:45 a. in. to two p. m.
AMERICA'IS 200 YEARS OLD
p.m.
The lesson on "Growing
Act ivii ies will follow at 2:30 p.
AYNSL
EY IS 201 YEARS OLD
presented
Plants"
was
House
•
Continuing
unit y
_
C
by Mrs. Topsy Brandon. She
sing Education meeting
Deal
To
"How
discussed
also
Wadesboro Homemakers
will be heId at the MurrayHospital Club will meet with Mrs. Wes With the New Metric
County
Calloway
System.'
Fulton al:30 p. m.
conference room at'7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Margaret-Roach gave
with Susan Usrey as speaker.
and
lesson,
craft
J N. Williams Chapter of a
UDC will meet with Mrs. Ray Mrs. Mary Alice Gee
October ti
Tuesday,
discussed "Time For Things
.
Wives Auxiliary of the MundaY
We Enjoy."
Calloway COunty Fire-Rescue
Present for the meeting was
Would you like to have a Ws. Jean Cloar, new county
,Satiad will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at seVerip.- dessert- without -niakirig
agent in home economics.
Try cheese and fruit. For a
m.
Also present were Mrs. Amy
team
different combination,
Wilson, Mrs. Robbie Blalock,
Stripes Blue cheese with honeydew Mrs. Lucille Hart, Mrs. Alice
and
Stars
Homemakers Club will meet melon or pears.
at the _ Extension Office at
'the NI ta-rn
seven p.m.
I rag.,

New Officers Installed, Meet

Are rising
health care costs
an irresistible
force?

Style Show, sponsored by
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will be at
Level' Auditorium, MSU, at
eight p.m.

Monday,October 18
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
will have a bingo night for the
senior citizens at the Ellis
Center from 6:30 to nine p.m.
be
will
Featured
entertainment, prizes, and
refreshmrfts.

Larry Contri Speaks At North
PTC Meet; Events Are Planned

Ilahrhity number. terrowert ?rearm
this tinspini wigs you bring y0Ur
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, No matter what the
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Agree Or Not

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems• fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Day ton St., West Alexandria,. Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: I am 67 years old and I
have
been drawing
Railroad
Relirement for two years now. I am Oin
Railroad Medicare. Is there any difference between my Railroad Medicare
and the Medicare program for Social
.*
Security recipients? C.S.
Answer: P-eoplewhoareen-Medicare
hroughihe U. S<"Railroad Retirement
Board or through the Social Security
Administration have the exact same
coverage.
For complete,- concise, up-to-date

infornv ion yn the entire Medicare
program,- Heartline• has .developed it
book called "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book is in easy-tounderstand; question-and-answer form
and- covers the entire Medicare
program.
:To order, send $L50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. The book
is completely guaranteed and if you are
'not .satisfied, send the book back and
your money will be refunded. Please
allow 30 days for delivery.
Heartline: I am totally blind and
count on my brother for support. I live
in an old house left to me by my
parents, but my brother maintains the
house, buys food and sees that I have
other necesSities of life. However, he
has his own family and it's a strain on
him. Could -Supplemental Security
In6ome help me? G.B.

Answer: You might be eligible for
Supplemental Security Income, but it
would depend on how much support
your brother is giving you on a continuing bitis and the value of the house
you own. Whs.support ir given to a
person on a regular basis, it counts as a
kind of income under SSL Therefore,
that would be one factor in determining
your eligibility for SSI, as well as the
benefit amount you receive if eligible.
Also your house must not exceed a
'
ald
i
value of $25,000 (35,000 in Alaska
Hawaii). •
Heartline: My husband is a veteran
of World War I. I have heard about a
program through the VA called "aid
and attendance." Could you tell me who
is eligible for this program?-D. R.
_
Answer: A veteran will be considered
in need of regtar alland attendance if
he is a'patie_nt in a nursing home or is
helpless or blind, or so nearly helpless
or blind as to need or require the
regular aid and attendance of another
person. The monthly compensation for
this is $110 if the veteran has no
dependents and $123 if he tias dependents.
-

Bible Thought
-For Today
He that hath an ear, let him
beadrwhat the Spirit saith unto
the churches--; He that overcometh shall not be hurt by the
second death. Revelation 2:11.

By S. C. Van Curon

VAN CURON

•

The Holy Spirit is speaking to
us today_ He speaks through
hunger, "Feed me!";. through
poverty, "Help me!"; through
loneliness, "Visit me!".

Dear Editor:

As this week is National NeWspaper

Week, we, here at the library, would
like to take this opportunity to
congratulate ,you and your_ entire staff
for the,great cooperation given us and
the many other community agencies.
,
Good news coverage for --any local
one
of
the most in)portant
project isaspects of its success, and we appredate the fact that you continually
show your interest in these 'Clete af- .

-

to be used or to be quoted.
•
One director said he got enough
additional money in his department to
give increase above the annual increment to one third of the employes.
How is he going to choose the one
third to be rewarded? The two thirds
that would have to be left out would be
•
branch of government. '
or feel hurt Consequently, he isn't
mad
Morale is low aniong all employes in
recommending a raise for any of them,
state government, not particularly
otherlhan their annual increments.
every individual, but in all depart•
The career state employes, thepaper
menus. It's-hard to pin down the reason,
pushers
as we affectionately refer to
reason.
any
single
for there really isn't
them
on
press row, take a look at the
Maybe, it's just the times. Maybe, itwhopping salary increases that the
economy
of
with
the
overall
do
has to
commissioners and some of the higher
the nation. State pay raises haven't
ups received and compare them with
'been sufficient to keep up With inflation
the meager increases they got - an
for every employe.
increase that won't- keep up with inThis isn't because the state hasn't
, flation.
.
tried, for rtioneS, wai put in the budget
The paper pushers are the ones who
to give the employes their annual inreally keep the day-to-day business of
crements plus softie pay increases, but
state government operating. Their boss
not for every employe.
,-might have got$5,000-attfitrat
1 have Talked with se'veral departhike while they got only five per cent.
ment heads about this situation, and
One in a responsible position had this
they agree that morale is low, but they
to, say _about morale among state emunderstandably don't want their names•
ployes. "I never saw it so low," he said.
Asked why he thinks it is low, he said,
"I don't know. It's probably a combination of things."
Miss Carolyn Craig, daughter of Mr.
One reason is they see new employes
and,Mrs. Robert Craig -of Hazel, was
put in their departments al a pay scale
the runnerup in the First District Dairy
higher than theirs, yet the new employe
isn't any better, and probably less
Princess contestheld October 15.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dennie
qualified, and lacks experience. This is
the name of the ol# political game.
Thompson Housden,age73,and Charlie
Political' friendships come before
S. Robertson,Sr.,age66.
qualifications in many cases. This
Betty Scott, art teacher at Murray
High School, was named president of
happens in every administration, not
Art Division of the First District
just this one.
As always, there have been some bad
Education Association at the meeting
held October 14 it Murray Slate
appointments to high paying positions
.
University. The people are-not qualified for the jobs
they receive, and someone else -has to
Dr. Ray Mofield, assistant to the
president of Murray State University,
do the work. Career employes who have
was principal speaker at the dedication
been around Frankfort for a long time
program for the Holland Rose Field at
know these people and their track
North Marshall High School held prior
record in private life and private
to the Marshall-Mayfield football
business. It's a comunon conversation
game.
topic around luncheon tables, but state
David Etekher, president,presided at
employes don't want lobe quoted.They
the meeting of the Beta Club of
fear retribution.
Calloway County High School.
Almost everyone had a private list of
high salaried appointments that they
believe were not qualified for the jobs
and positions, much less the pay.
No governor can know about every
Thomas 4.- Eldiidge has been apappointment: It's usually the secondpointed Master-At-Arms of his recruit
level appointments that bring about the
company at the Great Lakes Naval
discussions, but the governor gels
•
Training Center.
criticized over some , of the apDeaths reported include Roy W.
pointroenti he makes.
Boatwright; age 60, and-Uomer FarWeek before last the, governor itad
mer,age 67.
two luncheon picnics for all state
John Sherman Cooperr and Thurston
employes to help the moral of state
Morton, Republican candidates for the
employes. He made it a point to lunch
two Senate posts in Kentucky, spoke at
with them.
the Calloway County Court House last
Sad to say, in these inflationary
night.
times, a picnic lunch isn't going to boost
Mr. and Mrs. S. V.Foy will atten▪ d The
morale much. The paper pushers had
National County Agents Convention it
much rather have an increase in pay
Houston, Texas, during the coming
that would help keep the wolf away
week.
Pai Rowland announces the- from their doors.
engagement
and
approaching
OTHER PAPERS SAY
marriage of his daughter, Anita Dale,
Old jokes never die. They just smell
19 Paul Roy Mansfield,- son of Mrs.
that way.-Good Reading.
Noah Mansfield.
FRANKFORT-MORALE,morale.
vt. •
That word has been bandied about in
the press quite a bit of late in relation to
state government employes. It has been
used in news 'Stories concerning the
Legislative Research Commission, but
this column is not singling out that.One

lee.raes
ircs
fsai_np
-Please accept our compliments and
wishes for another year of
,iu,st ending newspaper coverage and
commanity involvement.
•
Kind regards,
Margaret Trevathan,Library

•

Second Class pasloge Paid at Murray
Ky 42071' SUBSCRIPTION RATES Inmireas serve'd•
.'

by carriers Si 25 per month,.payab/e
advance By mail in Calloway County
and to Benton. Nordin „Mayfield Sedaho
and Formingtoo. .gkr
ParJ-5.-Buchanan arti Puryear. Tenn S 15 op
per year By moil to other destinations
130 00 per year
Member of Associated Press Ken
lucky Press Ass&-,ason ond Soothe',
Newspaper Publishers Association

A new antihemorrnage
materialnuw i, available to
reduce blood kiss in surgical
'operations. This improvement
could add to their safety.
The prompt and complete

stoppage of bleeding will lessen
the need for blood for transfusion in some cases.
•
The Food and Drvg Administration recently approved this
antihemorrhage fibrous
material, microfibrillar collagen
hemostat (Avitmet for general
surgical use after six years of
research and testing.
Collagen is widely present in
man and animals kis an elastic
substance present in skin, bone,
walls of blood vessels and in connktive or supporting tissue. It
attracts blood platelets, c.ausing
them to -clump and form clots
and to stop bleeding.
This new material has been
tested and used by several surgical teams at separate medical
•

educational centers, including
si
wi
dgery
.dooson
not inti
baerf
e,ere
nerwith
ve
how frequent are cases of
Columbia University's College of
liver, pancreas, pelvic surgery Hodgkin's disease and whether it
Physicians and Surgeons in New
and donor sites for skin graft& _ is contagious
York City and the University of
A: About 7,000 new cases of
The excess is wiped away
Kansas School of Health and
after bleeding is checked, but Hodgkin's disea_se occurs each
Science Medical Center in Kanthe remainder is left in place year.in the United States. While
sas City. The collagen product
the disease has some charachas institutions.
teristics of an infection(enlarged
grnwth and healing. ImAvitene is produced from the
munologic tests have shown -that lymph nodes, low-grit fever.
deeper part of bovine or beef
Avitene produces no great fatigue and' wPight losst it is
skin After special treatment,the
allergic responses, perhaps regattled-as a form of malignanmaterial is shredded • into
about the same is atsorbable cy. It is not communicable from
microfragments that are
me person to another
suture material which has been
threadlike or fibrils. They de
used Safely for ycars The coloff-white and fluffy. The collagen material has not led to any
Q-. Mrs. ME says that she is allagen product is applied directly
related surgical complications •-Ways hearing about "empty
to. a bleeding, area after it hat —frotn its use.
calories" and wants to. knew if
been sponged dpf. The' Wed-there is such a thing as empty
While additional experience
platelets prornOly gather and
.
calorie.
.
will be needed before this new
edritribite to clotting
•
A:"Empty calories" is a slang
antihemorrhaging material can
Avitene especially is helpful in
expressigg_ and,is largely anacpatients who tend to ooze
be fully evaluated, it currently
-used to refer'
appears a substantial and* &rate. Pie term-I
because they have been 4aldhg
to so-called lank foods." such as
-helpful' prbduct for the surgeon
large doses of aspirin,heparin or
other anticoagulants, and who • to have available to Control soda pop, candy, sugar. alcohol,
and.the like, which can make up
must have surgery. The new
bleeding.
rr
an imttlanced diet, Of minirn
material is particularly useful in
nutrition,
Q Mr. M.McF wants to 'Tow
large weeping surfaces, such as
4

U.S. Sen, Wendell 14 ford tD)
4121 Dirksen Budding
Washington, D C 20510

entertainment!)

U. S. Rep. Carroll Pluditierd, Jr (D)
423 Canon House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515
Al) U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3127 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice

The post office may be losing its cool.
In Akron, it refused to accept envelopes.
from a wholesale grocer which had the
following printed in the upper left hand
corner, "IF NOT DELIVERED IN
TEN
DAYS-THAT'S
NoRmAL.,.

ABOUT

State Level
State Sen. Richard Weisenberger ID1
State Capitol Building
fralikhics, Sy. 40607,
or
bete 7, Mayfield, Sly 42066
State Rep. Kenneth Imes L D1
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or

2Q15. 3rd St., Murray Ki 42071
State Rep. Lloyd C Clapp 11:1)
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Of
0. B011$5,

Mingo, Ky.420311

Roast Beef •
Meal Deal
$1.19.

.-^1=•••__
Big Shef,
•
2 for $1.29
Two open-flame 'broiled
beefburgera topped- with
melted cheese, our spebial
sauce, and chopped lets
tuce.

•

Stood at al stores xi .

rl •

.0Pa
I an*

t."00,

Good it all Owls a
• )u.syrtie ClarkSolie
444,
4
karakton f Iowa Mac
Se
Nona Maynel0

'if*

-P

oU

Void where prohanted. fixed
or restr.cled by law. Local
and state lanes payable by
bearer -

onensf,cp ,-,

. Thin sliced roast beef simmered in rich au JUS and
vrvelpea golden -grilled
sesame seed bun Your
choice of horseradish or
barbeque sauce. Plus
regular french frieS
and a small Pepsi,'

11
•

111

Void where proftibiled7tIleed
or restricted by few Local
taxes Payable by
Dearer

and state

•

•

Expires October 31, 1976 (One per customer)
imisommosimmmiemmainammommomagiosimmaimmommommumwmmommiaso
•
Expires October 31, 1976 (Oritper customer)

• __k,:,__
•
•

kippers Treat.
•

Super Shef •
•
2 for $1.39 I

for $1.09

!

I

II
,

II

This is the BIG one.
V. pound ground beef
-open-flame broiled and
served with lettuce, tomato, onion and melted
cheese on a golden-grilled
'sesame seed bun.

I
111
II

I

•
▪

Geed at aN stares•
ouisvitie Clarksville rsee Olbaiiy
,,,.„
e0ingtor. f,ansiv•
or
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eingion

oadavolue.e.sisoh brtiad.. -taxed
or restricted by law Local
and state taxes Pa.yable bo
beater

Maxtievl

NI

A roe, golden, fish filet
top'd with melted
chees fresh, crisp lettuce an
yr special tartar
sauce on toasted bun.

i
111

„er,

•

o
V4}"I'
r ra"4"...
striotertrtre
and state taxes payable by

1bearer

111
O

•

Expires October 31, 1976 (One per customer)

I

Expires October 31, 976 (One per customer
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Super Shef,:
Meal Deal I
"I =
$1.19

'Let's Stay Well

By FJ.L Blasingame, M:13

3327 Dirkstin building
Washington, D C. 20510

Communications
•
Almost 49 million T.V. sets bring
"livingcolor" into 71 per cent of T. V.
equipped holoteholds in the U.S.(now,if
*they could just figure a way to bring in

Don't forget to pick up Burger Chef's Gift Certificate booklets for Halloween. 10 coupons per
P.S• booklet(each good for one smalLsoft drink) only 504

111

New Antihemorrhage
Agent for Surgery

Federal level
U.S. Sen. Walter ''Doe" Kuddleston

Burger Chef Treats You
to Savingsmthru
Halloween!

II

.

Funny World

Isql It
The Truth

20 Years Ago

The Murray Ledger & Times

How To Reach
lour Elected Officials

At the hottom of the masthead of a
small Arizona meckly
disclaimer: "When you rind a mistake
in this paper, pleas* realize that it was
..Staff and Trustees
put their on purpose. We try to print
something for everyone and some
people are not happy unless they find
mistakes."
Television Is, a fabulous way to
Middle age' is the time when our communicate.
Thanks to tv, I _feel I
Huddles get bigger, our hair gets know everyone of Jimmy Carter's teeth
thinner, our sight gets shorter end our personally..(orberes current Comedy)
faces get saggier. It also.is a time for
On the' other hand, child
looking back because we're too scared psychologists have decided that the
'to look ahead, too tired to look up andmore unsu'tab'
Pregr.
stithFinra to looh,dowirand avoid-quitter ft keepsthfall&en.
tripping over our two sttinbling feet.

10 Years Ago

Murray Ledger it Times is
published every afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christmas Lay, Nevir.,Year's
Day anct—Tharsksgivtng by Murray
Newspapers. Inc . 103 N 4th St Murray..
Ky . 42071

Funny,

Thanks

Morale And
Government

The

r

Letter To The Editor

POW:011ank,

-

-

,
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our biuone- Super Shef'
along voth our tender. got- .'--a •
den-brown french fries and
a small Pepsi'
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Good at all stouts in
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Big Shef,
Meal Deal
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•

Void where prorntnled. tiled
or resIncted by like Local
and state taxes payable by
. bearer .

111
1
1
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, fit-Weir!

and state lanes MANN by
bearer

Talk about BIG DEALS'
You
. get our triple-deck
Big SheP!.•our tender reg°Jar fries and a .sMall
Pepsi'. A complete meal.

%JP

I
0
I
•
I

O•rer

I

C
id

I
we

II
\
1
*
ll
.
®I
I
•
•
I
I
Expires October 31, 1976 (One per customer)
Expires October 31, 1976 (One per customer)
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Buy One:
Funmeal. I
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"
A
FREE
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II

111

Burger. fries. soft drink.
sweet dessert treat- and a i
m ., ..___,_.
... MI5-rise prize, all in a color- ' 1_11 N-tre, ful trayhaided with comics, •
-ptizzies end fun- things to 1do
II . Gasial all Ores al
. I
I

I
I

I
I
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Va1P1 where paornbitiad. 'load
0, raistr.cred by law Local
and stele taxes payable by
bearer

Sot° I

Expires October 31. 1976 (One per customer)

111

e O
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Cold. crisp, deliciO
fixin's with choice of 3
dressings Creamy Italian,
Thousand Island and
French

O

.,
-, .,:.,,,;t: ,,
c. lja lo,
,,,17.1,,
.
,,..,,4.,
,,

Che4
IM

•
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iersor nopl,
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Void where prohibited, taxed
or restr,cled by law Local
erre slate Isles. payable by
bearer

•
Expires October 31, 1976(One per customer)I
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Tennessee Valley
Bills Rank Low
In U.,&—Survey
The
Federal
Power
Commission has begun a
quarterly survey of electric
bills in selected cities across
the Nation to provide current
information on trends in
electricity
prices, supplementing its annual report
on electric bills.
The
Tennessee
Valley
region is represented by
Nashville, where the cost of
electricity ranked near the
bottom among 29 cities
covered in the initial survey.
Rates in Nashville are based
on the most widely used
residential rate schedule for
electric systems distributing
TVA power.
For use of 500 kilowatthours
in July, the home electric bill
including taxes was $15.79 for
Nashville. Ranking in the
middle of the-29 cities in the
survey was Orlando, Florida,
where the comparable bill was
$21.23.
In other cities the similar
electric bill ranged from
$46.80 in New York City to
$7.14 in Seattle, which benefits
from the large supply of lowhydroelectric power
cost
available -4a -4be---Gokanbia
River Basin.
Monthly
use
of
500
kilowat t hours
would
be
roughly typical for a home not
using electricity for water
heating, winter heat, or
air-conditioning.
summer
Typical
power
home
consumption is much higher in
most areas of the Tennessee
Valley because of these uses,
awl can reach several
thousand kilowatthours for
electric heating in a cold
winter month.

Volunteer Firemen
May Be Held Liable
In An Accident
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
—
Volunteer firemen may be
held personally liable if they
are involved in an accident on
the way to a fire, but the city
has no liability according to an
opinion from the Office of the
Attorney General.
The opinion, issued by
Emerson,
Thomas
R.
assistant attorney general,
was in answer to a question
from Wayne Gunnell, a city
councilman in Eminence.
Gunnell had asked whether
the city of Eminence could be
held responsible or sued if a
volunteer member of the fire
department had an accident in
his own car while responding
to a fire and were found to be
at fault.
Emerson noted that both
volunteer and paid city fire
department employes are
liable and may be sued for
negilgence resulting in injury
to persons or property or in
death. However, he wrote, the
city's liable only if a fire
department
employe
is
involved.

Don't take did age
sitting down!
Right now millions of
Americans are being
forced to sit back and rock
their lives away Simply
because they're older Stop
and think about it' _
Its going to happen to
you You re going to be
' older someday
And you re going to
have to face the same probterns that exist today Unless
you start changing your
ttaudes about agiAg now
G'ètnd of your stereotypes
• and imagine what
you II be ke What you'll
want to do 'hafyou'll
want to contn e That s
all we ask
But you'd better If you don't want I • e
yourtold age sifting down,
get off your rocker and
separate the fads from the
myths'
For more information
on what you can do. write:
The National Council on
the Aging. Inc Box 28503.
Washington. DC 20005

•

SWEATER WEIGHT DOUBLE KNITS
•Identical To Act III Knits
•52" to 72" Wide
• 100% Polyester

1.90 yd.

With The New "Look Of Wool"

• Reg.4.98 to 8.98 yd!
Famous Mill

Burlington/Klopmans

NEW

SAMPLE & REMNANT

PLAID MENSWEAR

PERM PRESS

WOOLENS

KNITS

60" BLUE JEAN
DENIM

• From Pendleton & Forstman
Woolens
•Sample Cuts of Everything
They Make!
• All 54" to 66" wide

• Excellent for Ladies wear too!
• FAMOUS BURLINGTON QUALITY
• Full Bolts ... 60" wide
• Reg. S4.98 yd.

69

C EACH
PIECE

(Regardless of Length)

• 60°c cotton 40
• Full 60" wide

1 39yd

Polyester

1 49yd

3 DAYS ONLY!
ENTIRE STOCK

1 00

KNITS

OFF
Per Yd.
11

0

STAINLESS STEEL

FREE

YARDSTICK
With Purchase
And
This Coupon
Limit 1 Per Customer

Get off your rocker.

$

DRESSMAKER
SCISSORS
$6 CK) Value

99c.
With Coupon

•
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people
are
talkin
about...
The
PartyMart
For Tea lAirers
CONSTANT COX/WiEN -TY•te-farrityus-- - delicious blend
of fine tea
flavored with
rind of oranges
and sweet spices
Loose tea or bags
Also Available --

BIGELOW
Special blends of
Earl Grey Doweling,
Orange Pekoe. Jasmine
and triany man), more'

For Soup Lorers
KNORR SWISS SOUP MIXES
Oxtail, Leek, Vermicelli
Mushroom, Vegetable,
Onion, Green Pea,
Chicken Noodle
Imported from Switzerland
Makes six 6.oz servings
at only 49 package

For Lonely Lovers
SOLIT4IRE
Game Set containing
25 challenging cord
games to play by
you-self
Contains Deck of Cards
and Pule Book
Only $ r 25-

Cowboys Learn Cardinals Not
Fluke, Steelers End Streak
By JOHN NELSON
fourth quarter - a nineVikings 24, Giants 7
AP Sports Writer
Fran Tarkenton threw two yarder to Glenn Doughty and
Really, Jim 'Hart, nobody scoring passes - including a a three-yarder to Don
ever, thought the St. Louis 41-yarder to Chuck Foreman McCauley -as Baltimore, 5-1
Cardinals, were a fluke. - and completed 21 of 30 and leading the AFC East,
Except, maybe, the Dallas attempts for 288 yards as the beat Buffalo, 2-4.
Cowboys.
Buffalo's 0.J.- Simpson
Vikings became the NFL's
No more, though!
only undefeated'Nen at 5-0-1. continued to work himself into
Dallas was on its way to its
Foreman rushed for go form after an inactive
best start since 1969, when the yards and caught eight passes preseason, carrying 20 times
Cowboys went 6-0.' They for 118 yards.
for 88 yards,
looked unstoppable. Roger_ Steelers 23, Bengals 6
Chargers 30, Oilers 27
Staubach and _Drew Pearson
Bo Matthews caught a 42The Steelers, 2-4, broke a
appeared to be'an unbeatable three-game losing streak and yard touchdown pass from
IN FOR TWO - Larry England, better known as the voice of the Laker:, goes in for two points
combination.
remained alive in the Dan Fouts and scored the
against the Redheads. Other Laker players from past years who ore in the picture include Roy
Somehow, though, Hart and' American Conference Central winning TD in the fourth
the Cards' defense figured a Division race, while handing quarter on a one-yard plunge
Garland (35)and Jerry Graham (7).
way to stop them, end the the division-leading Bengals to lift San Diego, 4-2, over
longest winning streak in the their second loss in six games. injury-plagued Houston, also
National Foot ball League this
Franco Harris carried the 4-2.
_season and lake away sole ball a record 41 times, gaining
Redskins 20, Lions 7
possession of the lead in the 143 yards and scoring twice.
Washington, 4-2 and corning
National Conference East Harris' yardage made him the off two straight setbacks,
Division.
top rusher in Steelers history, capitalized on two inHart overcame two in- with 4,485 yards.
terceptions in breaking open a
terceptions, which stopped
The Steelers were playing game that was scoreless at
passed 49 yards to Wayne down, put West Virginia State
By MIKE CLARK
potential scoring drives, and with rookie Mike Kruczek at halftime. Pat Fischer's inSmith for another touchdown ahead for good in the fourth
AP Sports Writer
comPleted 22 of 33 passes for quarterback in place of in- terception set up one cl two.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- as Western Carolina handed period wi/h a one-yard run and
346 yards and three touch- jured Terry Bradshaw. Mark Moseley field goals, and
Tennessee Tech has now taken East Tennessee its third loss Dennis Struble's second field
downs, including two to Mel Kruczek kept the ball on the Joe lavender's theft set up
goal of the day finished the
care of the Western half of the in four games.
Gray, one a 54-yarder, as the ground most of the day, Mike Thomas' three-yard
North
off
scoring.
held
Peay
Austin
will
and
connection
Kentucky
Cardinals edged the Cowboys completing only five of 12 scoring run, as the Lions
Dana Standefer passed for
have a chance in three weeks Alabama by recovering a pair
21-17 Sunday.
passes.
dropped 10 2-4.
to dispatch the Eastern half. of fumbles in the game's 288 yards and one touchdown
The victory left the CarRams 20, Bears 12
In the .prorec_s, the Eagles closing minutes, thereby and ran one yard,'or another
dinals and Cowboys with . Chiefs20,Dolphins l7
Trailing 12-10, the Rams, could very well annex tihe Ohio insuring the Governors' third score to pin Georgetown to its
KansasCity, 2-4, won its behind backup Ron Jaworski,
identical 5-1 records and
second consecutive loss. The
Valley Conference football win in six games.
enhanced St. Louis' chance of second straight when Jan scored on a 72-yard drive, championship.
involving Tigers are now 3-2-1.
games
other
In
capturing its third straight Stenerud kicked a 34-yard capped
Lawrence
by
Alan Rhine and Ron Pinteams, West
play and 5-1 Kentucky
field goal with 12 seconds left McCutcheon's 18-yard ran, Tech,2-0 in OVC
NFC East crown.
came from chbeck - scored Georgetown
step
State
Virginia
major
a
took
overall,
"I don't think anybody can in overtime. Stenerud ad- and Los Angeles, 4-1-1, rallied
toward the league crown by behind to nip Kentucky State touchdowns orione-yard runs.
say we're a fluke now and mitted he wasn't thinking just to beat the Bears, 3-3.
Roy Beard rushed for 154
Western Kentucky 18-10, Franklin, Ind., handed
dumping
can't be considered a favorite of this game but was mulling
Seahawks 13, Buccaneers 10 22-12. Western shared the OVC Georgetown a 27-13 whipping, yards and two touchdowns to win another division title," over past history.
Jim Zorn completed 11 of 29
ago and Centre broke a two-game including a 72-yard scoring
He was ,thinking back to passes for 167 yards,including title with Tech a year
Hart said.
the losing streak by downing sprint, and Mark Davis added
into
adyancing
while
The Cards weren't quite 1971, when he missed a 31- a 15-yard touchdown pass to NCAA Division II cham- Principia, Ill., 23-6.
133 yards and a touchdown for
able to contain Staubach, who yarder that led to a double Sam McCullum, as Seattle, 1Centre, 2-2. After a safety,
Virginia
West
spotting
After
pionship
game.
to
Miami in the 5, gained its first regularcompleted 21 of 42 passes for overtime loss
But this season Western has State a 9-0 first period lead, Davis' 12-yard run gave
250 yards and two TDs - one playoffs. The Dolphins now season NFL victory over
twice in three OVC starts Kentucky State, 2-4, went Centre a 9-0 first period lead
lost
2-4.
an 11-yarder to Pearson. Still, are
winless Tampa Bay in a battle and appears out of the run- ahead on a 38-yard field goal and then Beard added his two
49ers 33, Saints 3
they sacked the Dallas
of expansion clubs.
by Oscar Downs and a six- runs for a 23-0 margin. The
ning.
Gene Washington caught his
quarterback four times for 21
Packers 28, Eagles 13
yard pass from Curt Sullivan losers avoided a shutout when
team,
Kentucky
another
But
51st career touchdown pass,
yards in losses.
Green Bay,3-3, won its third Eastern Kentucky by name,is to Tony Bowden.
Bob Baker plunged into the
"We just didn't capitalize on and San Francisco, 5-1, straight as Lynn Dickey
had end zone from two yards out
who
Cameron,
Ed
picture.
title
the
in
much
very
NFC
the
in
the chances we had," said maintained its lead
passed for 226 yards,including The Colonels, idle last week, earlier - passed for a touch- with 5:22 left to play.
Dallis Coach Tom Landry. West at the expense of New scoring bombs of 44 yards to,
are 3-0 in the OVC, the only'
"But you've got to give them Orleani,2-4.
Ken Payne and 69 yards to other team with a peirfect
The 55-yard scoring strike Will Harrell.
credit. They had the chances,
conference record. Those two
HOUR
and they made the most of from Jim Plunkett gave
Browns 20, Falcons 17
meet Nov. 6 with the
teams
career
Washington 5,817
DRY
them."
Greg Pruitt scored two title likely the prize for the
In other NFL games, reception yards, making him touchdowns, on runs of one
winner.
Minnesota thumped the New the most productive 49ers pass and two ,yards, and gained 191
Control Shopping
In the only other OVC game,
lost
49ers
The
ever.
Center
catcher
Pittsburgh
24-7,
Giants
York
yards on 26 carries for Murray took advantage of 12
7 cm.4 p.m.
beat Cincinnati 23-6, Kansas their other wide receiver, Cleveland, which evened its (that's right, 12) Middle
Mono 753-9064 s
City nipped Miami 20-17 in Willie McGee, who suffered a record at 3-3.
Tennessee turnovers to record
leg.
broken
Francisco
San
overtime,
Match
a narrow 24-20 decision. In
Raiders 17, Broncos 10
rv" rn
ern'
clubbed New Orleans 33-3,
games,
nonconference
The AFC West-leading
Oakland beat Denver 17-10,
Ohio,
Youngstown,
flattened
Baltimore downed Buffalo 31- Raiders, 5-1, came from _
Morehead 33-7, Western
13, San Diego defeated behind on a 46-yard Ken
blanked East TenCarolina
Houston 30-27, Washington Stabler-to-Cliff Branch touchnessee 14-0 and Austin Peay
Pete
and
pass
topped Detroit 20-7, Los down
nipped North Alabama 21-14..
Angeles got by Chicago 20-12, Banaszak's one-yard TD
High school teammates
quarter.
third
the
in
OCT
plunge
Seattle edged Tampa Bay 13Milton Jenkins and Craig
Murray
The
State
19 20 21
women's
beat Stabler completed 16 of 20
Bay
Green
10,
cross country -team finished Rolle renewed their passing
28-13 and passes for 175 yards against
Philadelphia
ninth.inalle Southern Illinois relationship in the second half
NO LIMIT
Cleveland defeated Atlanta 20- Denver,3-3.
Cross
Country Invitational as Tech came back from a 12-0
G000
Colts 31, Bills 13
17.
against
iTifie
lf
deficit
012! f 0'(li,1fllfl•
SrAY NNE OfS.FSL.,tBert Jones unloaded two Saturday at Carbondale.
The New 'York Jets play at
"URSOAV
Western Kentucky. Jenkins
.
n'n-;
spect.11 iow
these
it
champion
National
Iowa
touchdown passes in the
New England Monday night.
State took top honors with only passed 36 and 25 yards to Rolle
19 points while Michigan for touchdowns and also
State was second with 38. connected with Cornice Hoke
After that, the field was on a 10-yard scoring strike.
spread.
Cliff Stoudi collected 224
The rest of the scores were:
yards running and Passing
Teonessee 125, Kentucky 148, against Morehead,1-5, and got
SIU 167, Illinois State 190, the scoiing started with a 42Good All
FOLDED
The Murray State golf team closed its fall season with a Southwest Missouri 213, yaid pass to Ray Hernan.
OR
Week
Murray
231,
Long
solid sixth-place finish in the Ohio State Buckeye Classic Northwestern
Andy Jordon ran two yards for
ON HANGERS
State 250, Western Illinois 262, a score and Keith Scroggins
which ended Sunday.
Kentucky 290,
There were 17 teams on hand for the evert and the Ohio Western
375, Ohio State
State
Memphis
score.
1154
an
with
championship
the
won
team
State Scarlet
In second was Kentucky with an 1170 while the Ohio State 413, Augustana 466 while
Indiana and Principia College
Gray team was third With an 1177, Temple was fourth with had no scores.
1192 as was Bowling Green and Murray State was sixth with
Glenda Calabro finished
1197.
39th overall and was the first
Other team scores included Eastern Kentucky 1200, Illinois Racer runner toff_oss.the_line.
State 1204, Michigan 120T,Xent StatrI206, Western-Michigan She was clocked in 20:41.
1229, Eastern Michigan 1251, Wooster College 1295, Wright
Other Murray runners and
is pleased to announce
State 1309, Dayton 1313, Ohio Wesleyan 1323 and Muskingum times included Sharon Macy
1325.
48th in 21:25, Karen Macy 50th
Dave Hrusovslity of the Ohio State Scarlet team fired a 227 in 21:30, Pattie Bitfel 51st in
as did Rod Spittle of the Ohio State Scarlet team but Hrusov- 22:18, Martha Luckett 62nd in
sky won on a playoff for the individual championship.
22:42, Ann Moore 76th in 23:09,
Kevin Klier of Murray State had an outstanding tourney Jewel Hayes 101s1 in 25:15 and
and was fifth with a 230 total.fie had rounds of 75,74 and 81 on Lyn Barber 103rd in 25:48.
what is known as the toughest college golf course in the
The Racers' next meet will
be here this Saturday against
United Staies.
Illinois State, Southwest
Other Murray players included Doug Miller 238 85-7),(
Norman Vac6vsky 239 (78-78-83), Brian McDonald 246 I 8440- Missouri, Western Kentucky,
82), Larry Patton 248 (82-79-87) and Bobby Cronin 251 8849- Memphis State and Indiana
State.
84)

Tech Buries Western To Take
Step Toward Conference Title

trne
b

Women Take
Ninth In
Weekend Meet

Racer Golfers Finish
Sixth At Ohio State

cLeaneRs

PANTS
LEISURE
SKIRTS
SWEATERS OR SHIRTS

1.79

SHIRTS
5/1 19-

Laundered to
Perfection

Ken Bar Inn
Othal Smith

THE KEN BAR DINNER CLUB
During the nee few days, a limited number of people will be invited to join this marvelous new innovation in
dining excellence. As a member on will.receive:

paducahls
most
interesting
store

12 FREE DINNERS OF YOUR CHOICE
As a member ol the Dinner Club, you nay dim any evening in oar Harlow House Dining Room All you need to
do is to be accompanied by one guest and purchase one dinner The other dinner is Ire,

THE COST OF MEMBERSHIP IS JUST $20 FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR
In order to insure ow finest service. $e number of members in the Dinner Club must be thickly limited We
soggiest that you place you reservation for Club Membership soon as possible in the event the rosier is filled
before you receive Tow personal invitation

Telephone 362-8321
411,
`

IN HANNAN SHOPPING PLAZA
LONE OAK ROAD & HIGHWAY 62

•

"I:

.PLAYING THAT DEFENSE - Roy Garland, one of the "stars" for the Calloway County team,
guards one of the All-American Redheads, The Redheads were ay Callaway County High School
Friday night for a fund-raising game.
aftitt Phew lit Gm.tarcrochoon)

Ken Bar Inn
Hwy.641, Gilbertsviile, Kentucky
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Racers Grab Sixth Straight Homecoming Win
Racers Use Middle Mistakes For
24-20 Victory In 'Mistake Bowl' By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
When you go ice skating,
there are two things that can
happen.
Number one, you might
very well fall down hard on the
seat of your pants or you
might well hit thin ice and
wind up in the water with the
fish.
And that is more or less the
story behind Murray State's
24-20 Homecoming victory
over Middle Tennessee
Saturday before an audience
of 12,500 .in Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Middle Tennessee went
skating with their gambling
offense. And as a result, they
committed 12 turnovers fif the
process of -sitting on their
pants and they wound-op in
the water with the fish.
The fish part has a lot to do
with the game.- The • siMple
truth is Middle Tespessee
stunk up the stadium. What
else can you-say when a team
loses the ball 12 times?
"We—knew they had a tendency to fumble, the way they
play .their offense," Murray
State coach Bill Furgerson
said.

-

"There was a lot of hard the Racers began moving the and in particular offensive
hitting going on out there and I ball. And on a second and goal tackle Buff Fritz and fullback
think we caused them to make from the seven, Dickens Bernie Behrendt, gave the
a few more mistakes. It's just scrambled in around right end_ Juni a little_ beart-te-heart
a Homecoming win, that's all .for the touchdown and after talk.
the PAT by TOM Wright, the
you can say.
Later in the game, when
"They scored 20 points and Racers led 24-14 with 11:51 left Furgerson- knew it was all
we never figured we'd have to in the contest.
over, he turned to Fritz and
score 2410 win."
Perhaps sensing the victory simply said: "Thanks for
The 24 points the Racers too-varly, the Racer defense what yOu did in the locker
scored was the most since experienced a letdown on the room."
_ ...„
their 26-7 win over Eastern following series. The 69-yard - Fritz also did some things en
Kentucky last year. Before drive to paydirt was capped on the field, like play his best
that, you have o go all the a Mike Robinson pass to Jeff game of the season -on the
way back to the now-famous Shockley that covered 23 offensive tme. And so, did
25-24 win in the "fogboivl" yards and it was a 24-20 game. guard Dan Hutchison who was
game at Morehead to find
Middle gambled. With the opening_huge holes on the left
another contest where the wind to their sack, they knew side and blowing beck Midif they could score a two-point dle's defensive line about
Racers scored over 20 points.
The Racers could have and conversion and then hold three yards.
should have scored more than Murray for the remainder of
On the first series of the
24. The "could" part was two the period,then they could win third period, Middle fumbled
missed field goals by Henry 'he game with a field goal.
and Steve Maxwell recovered
The gamble failed as for the Racersat-the..16. Then
Lagoroe who tied an OVC
record with three field goals. Robinson's pass was batted on the next play, Dickens went
However, one of the missed down and fell to the ground. 16 yards for the touchdown,
UP IN THE Alt..- David Thomas (88) of the Racers leaps high into the air but fails to catch the pass. Also in the picture are
field goals - was a 57-yard at- - Middle never crossed-midfield only
towe it called back
Bernie-13446CM Of the Racers and Middle Tennessee players Ronnie Cecil (32) and Jim Dunster('471.-tempt.
again a/ the Racer defense because of a holding penally.
Fired up by the penalty, the
Another time, the Racers had tsoo much pride.
- (Staff Photo by Mike Inbaaalt)
It was all Lagorce in the Racers began showing some
had the ball on the Middle
three-yard line and _Mike. first period for the Racers. He of their best offensive lineplay
Dickens had a pass in- hit on fielcrgoals- of 40 and 38 of the year. Dickens had at
yards to stake Murray to a 6-0 least seven seconds of pass
tercepted in the endzone.
protection when he found
The "should" part had the lead.
Middle took.the lead for the Franklin for a 30-yard pass
entire stadium upset.
Late in the third period, with first time on another con- that took Murray down to the
one.
the score tied at 14 apiece, troversial play.
On their first series of the
On a second and goal,
Bruce Walker of the Racers
'picked off a pass from in- second period, Robinson Dickens went in and it was 148)BRUCE LOWITT
run-scoring single by George
tended receiver Jeff Shockley handed off to John Dukes who 12. Furgerson gambled and it
"He's got 38 infield hits," cluteh hitter in baseball," he
'AP Sports Writer
Foster, a double by Johnny Stanley said
and returned 44 yards into the carried eight yards to the paid off as Dickens hit
Griffey. "I said.
CINCINNATI 1API — Boleti after Fritter was know he can run. He would
Behrendt for the conyersion to
And Morgan chimed in: "I
endzone for an apparent TD. endzone only to drop the ball.
Catfish Hunter was com- thrown • out trying to steal, a have been out on a good throw. wanted to hit. But Eni glad
After a wild and hectic tie the game at 14.
However, the play was ruled
Then later,in the period, the plaining about the, riMand in walk to Cese Geronimo, an His speed had everything to do Tony was up there. lie .4_
dead and the officials ruled scramble, Mike Moore of the
Raiders fell on the hall for a controversial call on Walker's Riverfront Stadium. It was too RBI-single by Dave Can.._ with the play. If I don't hurry, delivers."
The Murray State women's Walker had touched at the 49.
tennis team chalked Up two "The officials said they recovery and a touchdown. interception. was made and hard, he said, and he couldn't cepcion and .a sacrifice fly by he's safe anyway. The best
Now it was Perez'turn. "I
Griffey had -the Reds in front thing I can do is get the ball, was looking for a fastball,"
more wins this weekend in a were just trying to protect the The ball was as close as tt that, along with the fact it was dig a hole. So Fred Stanley, New -3-0 and 54,816fans roaring.
triangular match at Southern players," Furgerson said.
could be. to being out of the Homecoming, fired up the
get rid of it and hope I get off a said_t he man whofurihepasl.
York's shortstop, dug one for
In the third, singles by good throw."
10 years, had driven in 90 runs
Illinois University in Car- "There was no doutit about endzone and still being in the Racer offense. - •
it; it was just a quick whistle endzone.
bondale.
"We just had too many good him and Cincinnati's. Tony Perez and Driessen and a
He didn't. The ball and or more. "Three other times
walk to Geronimo had Hunter, Griffey crossed first .almost he'd gotten me out with the
Several Racers didn't see it former football players Perez buried him. Muiray defeated SIU- on the play. It should have
The result Was a 4-3 Cin- on the ropes again—but he simultaneously. But the ball fasiball. • And the more tv
that way, in particular, watching the game. We
Carbondale 6-3 and then the been a touchdown."
Racers won, 8-1 over SIUAfter Middle was penalized defensive end Chuck Wempe . couldn't have lost it. We had to cinnati victory in Game Two squirmed out of the jam by shot into the Reds' dugout and throws,the stronger he gets."
Edwardsville to win the five yards, the .Racers took who flew into a rage at the win it for all of the former All- of ;he World Series on a chilly fanning Concepcion.
Griffey was waved to second
"When he got away from us by umph-e Bill Deegan.
over first and five at the eall. That play left Middle Americani
championship.
and
Ali- Sunday night, giving the Reds
Conference folks Who ha4 a 2-0 advantage in the best-of- in the third," Reds Manager
Sindy Macovik, at the Blue Raider 44 following the with a 7-6 lead.
"It hit a hole Where the gate
Then late in the second traveled from all'
number two singles, won both controversial call on Walker's
over ON seven series, which shifts to Sparky Anderson said, "I is lower than the stands, so he
period, Dukes reproved
her matches as did Sandy interception.
country to be here. We had •., Yankee Stadium Tuesday -thought he had us for the rest went to second," Martin said.
'
of the night." •
'
Macovik at number three and
•
"He wouldn't have gotten to
The Racers moved the ball himself of the near-fatal show them something," sad night.
Ann Ress at six.
Hunter had been battered
to the 21 where the offense was fumble when he crossed the an emotional Furgerson. •
second normally."
He very nearly did. Except
The Racer doubles teams stopped and Lagorce booted a goal-line earlier. He returned
Morgan was up next.
The Racers did st,--w around by the Reds in the
second inning and had almost for a fourth-inning triple by "Catfish was having pretty
swept their matches. Playing 37-yard field goal to put a kickoff 44 yards down to the something: the ability
been chased in the third. But Morgan and an eighth-inning Ki
.)0d'luck with Perez and I'd
number one doubles were Murray into a 17-14 lead.
Racer 25.
pounce on loose footballs
In two plays, the gaiderli _ Nine Racers recosered now_ it y..as the ninth and the single. by, Bench, Catfish_was rather pitch to hini,than the
Karen Weis and Sindy
Early in the fourth period
Macovik while Sandy Macovik The biggeStlireak of the game scoi-ed as Robinson -hit Middle Tennessee fumbles. Yankees ace Was mowing untouchable.
other guy," Martin said of
Meanwhile, the Yanks were Morgan. He conferred with
•
and Margaret May played two came when Shockley dropped Shockley on a 26-yard pats Those players were San, them cl,own.
and Ann Bess and Lynn a punt and center Jim Jez and it was 14-6 at halftime.' — Franklin, Jim O'Ccumur, , There were_ two outs, one starting to touch Fred Nor- Minter. "He had it in his mind
It wasn't the coaching staff Walker, Richard ,Reckner. away from sending the first man, the Reds' little left- to walk Morgan," Catfish said
Martin played number three. recovered for the Racers at
,
that did the talking at in- Maxwell, Al Martin, Eddie Sunday night World Series hander.
of his manager,"and I wanted
'The Racer women, now 9-4 the Middle 40. •
They nudged him for a run todo the same thing." .
on the season,- will be at -Behind the running-of fresh- termission. They were locked McFarland, Jez and Bruce- game intoextrainnings,
Up came Ken Griffey, who . in the fourth on singles by
• Rose summed up the
Purdue this weekend.
man tailback Tony Franklin, out. The seniors on the team, Martin.
Ronnie Ross
, Interception passes acre has made a career of beating Thurman Munson, Chris quandry brilliantly. "You've
210 E. Main
Chambliss
and
Graig
Nettles,
got to walk the best hitter in
Walker, .who had ix, and out infield hits. He sent a
Pbone
but
let
him
off
a
753-0489
one-out-andover
chopper
Hunter
and
best
the
the
to
get
baseball
to
Al Martin with one.
wempe had seven tackles mound. Stanley charged in two-on hook.
Anderson gave him the hook
and four assistS in a sen- and fired the,ball—right into
sational effort, his first ap- the Cincinnati dugout behind .in the seventh as New York
Notice of
first base. Griffey got 'the scored twice to tie at 3-3.
pearance since the
Willie
Randolph'S
single
,an
d_
Opening
bac
Office
f-0
ex
move
ra
into
over Morehead two seeks
Stanley's double scored the
presenting our
ago. He sat out. when t he -scoring position.
Up came Joe.Morgan-.--arid firs! run and when Roy White
Racers fell 24-0-to Martin a.
right to first he went, afso singled, TkIcirman was
is pleased to announce
was bothered by a knee tr•-•McFarland was in on' en compliments of an intentional gone. Jack Billingham came
the opening of the
tackles while Walker. Kevin walk. One doesn't pitch to on and gave up Munson's
grounder"
that
sent
Stanley
Whitfield and Al Martin all baseball's Most dangerous
home with the lying run.
had six. Players with five hit ter if one doesn't have to. _
Now it was the ninth. The'
And up came Perez, who has
tackles -included Bruce
fans
were clapping—pethaps
We at Nagel & Meyer proudly present our 1976
made
turning
men
of
a
career
Martin, Sam Franklin and
to keep warm as well as to
Christmas Catalog of fine fashion jewelry for men
former Murray High star in scoring position into runs.
(Fomrerty Emmert ChoroproctIc Center
One pitch was all it generate some heat from the
..and_ women of _extraor.dinacy_taste,__Each item
_Tony Boone_wha siariAd
—
took—the
one that had been Keels. The temperature was in
linebacker in place of injured
shown is a beautifully crafted piece of precious
903
Syc
15
am
3-o9re,
9o9Murray, Ky.
at
getting him out- -all - raight.44-;-David Reagan.
jewelry representing an investment of lasting,
Concepcion
out.
flied
was
a
It
came
fasib.
to
the
a
ll.
Both Middle and Murrz,* are
value to be enioyed for a lifetime.
Pete Rose flied out.
plate fast and headed into left
3-4 overall:
Hours: 9-12, 2-6 Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri.
And Griffey, very nearly
field
even
faster.
in
The Racers stand at 2-1
9-12 Tues., Sat.
And just as fast was Griffey. grounded out--but rol quite.
1
the conference while Middle ,
1-2. Murray is in third place in tearing home with the run that
the league and could be in the gave the Reds a victory.
"Being down •iwo, I don't
thick of the race with a win
this' Saturday when they ht think they can win four of the'
next five," Griffey said of the
East Tennessee. The odds
:Yanks,
who have managed to
winning that game are mu'
do just that twice before.
improved.
4..
For instance, the Racer, Among their 29 World Series
_titles
1956
are
against
two----in
Aiiined-a season -high of-11-7, net
yards. And if the losses were Brooklyn .and 1958 against
not counted, the Raters would Milwaukee—when they came
Murray -Memorial Gardens is pow under new
5.
have had 184 yards on the. back from losses in the first
-two games. It's been done only
management and ownership. The new owners of
ground. The bulk of that offense four other times.
the gardens are Jerry D. Lents, a retired Air Force
"We're dawn, but we have a
came from Tony Franklin who
very
of
bouncing
good
chance
Pilot, who is the manager-of the garden; Donald A.
rushed for 96 net yards, by far
Yankees'
said
the best performance .11 back,"
Jones, attorney; and - Larry Suiter, real estate
anyone this season for the Manager Billy Vartin: "It's
Please stop by at your earliest convenience-and pick up your
happened before and it can
Racers.
catalog
developer. All are local men and dedicated to th.e
We
our
will
of
be
16-page
glad to Ahow you
copy
happen again."'
many of the items which ore featured in it. It is in full color
It .appeared that what
. foviding a much needed quality service to
task of,p
GOLF
and is OUR GIFT-TO YOU
happened to the Yanks in the
SAN ANTONIO, Tex
the residents of Murray, Calloway County,
first game,. ;iturtiay's 5-1
Veteran Butch Baird birdied
loss, was happening again
surrounding areas,'
the first extra _hole and beat
Sunday night. That is, the
Miller Barber in a sudden Reds
jumped all over New
death playoff, winning th4
York pitching
clothesline'
The office address of
$125,000 San Antoritojets,as
hits, some of them for extra •
Tournament
.
Open
Golf
301 troadvm
bases, and the Yanks were
Naval. Ky
NAGOYA, Japan — Japan's
Murray Memorial Gardens
stranding runners left and
Isab Aoki and Cbako Higuchi right
squandening
opscored victories in the
port uni "es to make game of
is Rt. 2, Box 37 AI, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2654.
and worriers segments. it.
respectively, of the $150.000
In the second inning, a
Tokai Golf Classic.
double 'by, Dan, I )riessen, a

Women's Net
Team Grab
Pair Of Wins

Reds Take 4-3 Win For
2-0 World Series Lead

Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker

1976 CHRISTMAS CATALOG

Murray Chiropractic
Center

NOTICE

and

)Itger
Nagel
„

,
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Scenes From Another Racer Homecoming Victory

This Pass To Middle's Jeff Shocklpy (87) was picked off

The Racers gave Middlg quarterback Mike Robinson (11) fits

by Murray's Bruce Walker who is not yet in view

Former Racer greats, were honored before the game

Walker breaks up a for-sure touchdown

Staff Photos by Mike Brandon

Bruce Walker (42) and Kevin Whitfield (65) play ,defense

At halftime, there was singing

kr
it.i Ai
..-.. 7„,-**..--

4.
*,
0
114

--• .."'"Pt"."`"""11-drilb
iril

'

Henry La§orce kicks one of hjs three field goals

Tony Franklin (37) was one of the keys for the win

•
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A Second Look At The Homecoming Parade
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The root portions, however,
enjoy no such rest conditions.
They remain alert, and it is
possible for them to grow at
time when conditions for
any
By Nevyle Shackelford
growth become possible.
Since soil temperature
changes occur much more
slowly than those of the air
and also fluctuate much less,
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
soil conditions of OctoberUniversity of Kentucky College of Agriculture
December are generally conaccording to UK home horti- ducive to root growth while
and are therefore more ready culturist Mary Hotze, trees the tops of the transplants are
• -9 As old-time non-profesto start growing come spring and shrubs set out in autumn in dormant condition. It also
sional horticulturists used to
than their spring-planted usually do better than those frequently happens that both
say, the best time to set out
trees and shrubs is in the fall.
soil and weather conditions
counterpatts.,
set out in the spring.
They based this assumption
. With this old-time planting
There are several- reasons may be quite unfavorable for
on the premise that fall transphilosophy and practice, for this, and one of the most spring transplanting, especialplants have' all .winter in
more modern hortitulturists pertinent is that the mortality ly in very early spring when
whith to -set their roots" seem to agree. At least. rate is almost always lower they should best be in the
and the transplants make ground. If this planting is
better growth during their delayed, the transplants will
i I :I
i I :r
first season than spring-set be seriously handicapped and
may not form a satisfactory
trees.
Modern-day horticulturists spring growth.
Something else fur further
generally agree that October
to early December most near- consideration in favor of fallly approaches the ideal time set trees and shrubs: in late
• for setting out trees and ,fall there are no leaves on
shrubs. Through the late fat these transplants, and---thi.tand early winter, the top gives the root system is
portions of most deciduous decided advantage. There is
plants are in the dormant or no large evaporating surface
"rest period." This means .9n the top to draw upon the
•that they will not /grow even soil moisture iupply and thereI 6600 John Deere Real Sharp.
if moisture and temperature fore deprive the roots of the
,
conditions are satisfactory. moisture they need for growth

SHORT ROWS

-

f
ordeffiyaleili
•
When You Deal With Us

Grain Beds
1977 Model
60 series, 15 ft. Omaha beds,
52" side, steel floor and twin
hoist, 900 tires all around, mud
and snow on rear. 2 speed axle,
power steering, all heavy duty
equipment on this truck.
$11,000-

SALIVIENTEUVICE

$11,000
also

FOR SALE

1976 Model, 60 series, 14 ft.
bed, with wood floor, 42" grain
side, single hoist.,

USED COMBINES

t 95 John Deere Two to choose from
,
I 45 John Deere Two to choose from
,

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.

I 300 Massey/Ferguson Extra Sharp
,
Both with 2-row cornheads.
SOME NEW 4400 AND 6600 JOHN
ARE STILL
COMBINES
DEERE
AVAILABLE

Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of

WE HAVE A LIMITED SUPPLY OF 200
AND 400 BUSHEL

CORN•SOYBEANS .WHEAT

GRAIN BUGGIES

Wayne Feed DeKolb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed

Distributors Of

Give us your order, now, for immediate delivery.

1-1977 Model 65 series, 5 speed, all heavy`duty
equipment, Fountain lime spreader.

$12,400
1-1976 Model 65 series, 5 speed, all heavy duty
equipment, Fountain lime spreader.

$11,600

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

b

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.

EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK!

EQUIPMENT CO.
TOMMY'S MONDAY
TRU SATURDAY

Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404

OPEN AT 7:30

PHONE 211-6020 PHONE 153-1452 AUER 5 PM
FUNCTION 121 & SEDALIA ROAD MAYFIELD, KY

/

Lime Spreader

Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!

\

$9,300

641 South

Salesmen: Hugh Wright, J. H. Nix & Jan Dalton

753-1617

Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meodor, Mgr.

Here's Ted Grayson who farms with Clifton E. Jones in the South Pleasant Grove community
with the first 1977 Ford groin truck sold in Calloway County. Ron Wright represented Parker Ford.
You must see this great 1977 Ford grain truck in Murray at

4

FORD
TRUCKS

Parker Ford
Corner of 7th & Main
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-Loritist
ATTENTION
MR.FARMER

"Look to the
future.
Take off
with us:'

Individual Retirement Accounts
Today's Plan for Tomorrows Security

WHAT IS AN
INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT
ACCOUNT?

Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4th St.
/Autrey, Ky. 353-5602
It's more-than the bfeak-ef a new day. It
brings the promise of new prosperity. For
there's a new awareness of America's .agridtifture, and it's high time. If you're a farmer
or a rancher, look to your Production Credit
map for financial fuel. Providing credit servicer for a rising
farm enterprise is his
-. business. .The _gp ahead,,people

An .' "vidual Retirement Account IRA) is a pertered retirement plan. R was developed
sonal taxto every American worker the opby Congress to
portunity to build amqe secure future for himself and
for his family.
Corporations have long eermitted to establish
retirement plans for their emplo s. As lo as a plan
utions to
met certain requirements. employer
the plan were fully tax deductible. Likeemployer
contributions on behalf Of an emidailittlifeitZ-currently taxable to the employee. He was taxed
share of the-plan only when he received it.
Since 1962, tax deductions for contributions to a
retirement plan have also been available to selfemployed pessons. In that yeas Congress determined
that these persons, too, should koe, allowed a taxsheltered method of saving for retirement. The result
waS H. R.-I0, a law which allowed the self-employed to
make tax-deductible contributions to a pension or
profit7sharilig plan.
While corporate and H. R.-10 plans covered a substantial portion qf the workingpvulation,a large number of workers still had no tax-sheltered means -by
which to supplement Social Security. Recognizing that
Social Security alone is inadequate,especially in times
of inflation, Congress has now provided for Individual
Retirement Accounts for those not covered by other
plans. Amounts set aside in an IRA may be placed in a
trust or custodial account with a financial institution
such as ours. They may also be invested in an annuity
or endowment contract, or qualified retirement bonds.

We would like the opportunity to'discuss with you,
first hand. how such an account might benefit you. -

Bank of Murray
FDIC

e,t

4-Wheels
Are Added
To Show
The 1977 National Farm
Machinery Show has added an
event to its Championship
Tractor Pulls. But the new class will not be fordractors.
•Moclifie(100-pound fourwheeLdrivriucks will be the
new competitors. They must
be gik's.iline-powered. No
diesels will be allowed. The
event,pays a total of $5,000 to
the top ten drive4s,
With the truck addition, the
pulls will have a dozen
. classes, three each night. The
trucks compete on opening
16, in Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center's Freedom
ll in Louisville, Ky..
Tr
r punt are held each
nigh; of Pbe, National Farm
Machinery Shw. Feb. 46-19,
also at K.F.E.C. Tielw_t
„ are
!
86.00 and $5.00.
The
National
FarifiMachinery Show is free to the
public daily, 9:00 a.m. to,5:30
but.reserwrisekitickei
.
are reqUired for the,ptills..
Mail orders are now being
accepted for ticket orders for
blocks ..of tickets for ALL
FOUR nights. Each order
must be for the same number
of tickets and same ticket
prices for all four nights.
Mail orders for single
performances will be accepted Nov. 15- Dec. at.
Remaining tickets, after
Dec. 31:may be purchased by
mail order or at the K.F:E.C.
Ticket Office.
• Fie mail orders, a eertified
check or money order is
required. wit-h- a selfaddressed stamped envelope.
No personal checks will be
accepted.

Concrete Tile, Metal Culverts, Septic Tanks, Field Tile, Concrete Steps

Paul Welch's Concrete Products
HWY 94-E, MURRAY, KY.

PHONE 753-0277

Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements

NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977
1st Payment January, 1978
are a few custornecadvantages —
Interest Free - UseSulpment six months at Ford's expense • Take Advantage :Of Oar-end investment tax credit.•
Beat Inflation - Buy at this year's pliees Pay with next year's
wn payment
dollars •Use Present equipment equity a
Here

•

4SES

BUY NOW AND SAVE
At

GARDNER FORD TRACTOR
Phone 247-7408

Highway 45 .

Mayfield, Ky.
•

t

nternationa s••• in Act!

Cliff Wilkerson

An International in the field means less time in the field!
And, Purchase Equipment service
means less down time, anytime!

Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 753-7115
Rob McCallon

I

Mark Curwilikham ,

Linda McCallon

ara
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Clinic Destroyed In Fire

Deputy Sheriff Gerald Boyd waits with his shotgun to shoot

at.

out more windows, if necessary, in the clinic building.

Building Damage At $1 Million

Deputy Sheriff Gerald Boyd takes aim

at the front of the clinic buildng to

Staff Photos By David Hill

Dr. Hal Houston dons an Aygen tank
and mask to enter the burning building
in an effort to save irreplaceable records
inside his office.

shoot out windows in the upper floors
of the burning building.

mt

Business records will be replaceable because they were
duplicated in a computer at PSR computer services in Murray.

Workers and volunteers hand down valuable records from,
•
a window in the clinic building.
Om.
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Swine Flu Clinics Set To
Open In Seven State Counties
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
Sine flu vaccination clinics
were scheduled- !O open in at .leas' seven:Kentucky counties
day and local health offivials
are hoping for a better turnout
Jefferson' -County •
,han
recorded over the weekend.
However, while clinics were
scheduled to open in Fulton,
Graves,Grayson, McCracken,
Maeoffin, Marshall and
Morgan counties, at least two
coun,ies have delayed. their
Programs to further study the
ramifications of reports

elsewhere in the country that
over 30 persons died after
'receiving flu shots.
%is* of. the deaths were
0,tribut ed to heart at racks and
the federal Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta, Ga., flatly
ruled ‘oll. any connection with
the vaccine.
Marshall
County
has
postponed for at least 10 days
its innoculation program.
Three clinics were scheduled
to open today and Tuegday in
Marshall Count y.
County Judge Mike Miller
said the delay will allow local

officials to review the
Mrs. Virginia Durrett, a
program elsewhere in the spokesman (pc the city-county
state.
health department, said
Johnson
County
has neary 13,000 elderly and
suspended its program chronically ill persons turned
indefinitely. However, the out Sunday at the 19 clinics set
local health department has up at schools and community
offered to inoculate_anyone centers: •
who requests a flu shot.
She said that, added to the
Apparent public concern7 number of vaccinatationaover the vaccine was most given Saturday, a total of
dramatic in Jefferson County, nearly 29,500 received flu
where local health officials shots over the two-day period.
reported inoculating only half
"Things have been going
of the number of persons slowly and smoothly -. but
expected during.the first two there are not near , as many
days of the free vaccine shots. people as we hoped," she said.
Mrs. Durrett said the early
"highly
results
were
discouraging. The news from
other parts of the country last
week was discouraging. The
_publicity the program is
Oiling is working againre
,z
"I think most peopfe are
taking a wait And see attitude Mrs. Cairo( said.,"In
addilion;-,,,,we're competing
with the World Series and pro
footlya

People may have some
income and still be eligible for
supplemental security income
(SSI) paymerfts, according to
a local social security
spokesman.
The SSI program makes
monthly payments to people
with little or no income and
limited resources who are 65

WIIER€S THAT A-T-TOR-NEer
OF MINE I'LL WRING
141.5 FUZZ‘r. NECK!
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HEAP DOION
STUPiDy
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THEY
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OLD WITCHES
HERE'

-

BEETLE BAILEY
15 THERE,ANY
HOPE IRL)S5,A
WILL CUT 1,0wrN
THEIR BIE,
M4?

41,4•41E WE COW,
GET TilEM To BUILD UP
ON Ti4EIR BEETLES

MAYBE vVE'VE BEEN
TgYIN& THE WRONG
APPROAC1-1

DOuBT
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AS OF THIS date 1046-76,
I Nellie Jo- Roberts am
no longeeresponsible for
debts' other than my
Nellie Jo Roberts.
2 Notice

THE PHANTOM

Is

AS THE 5.5. BLITZ DRIFTS •
OIJIETLY.. THE LOOT.. ON
TRUTH) OVERBOARD,.,

YOU EXPECT U5 TO
135LIEVE YOU THREW
TVtt) MILLION IN CASH
OVERBOARD c

or over or blind or disabled.
"Eligible people witino
other income at all can get b
Federal SSI payment of as
much as $167.80 a month for
one person and $251.80 for a
couple," the spokesman said.
"But people with some other
income may also be eligible
for payments-even though
the payment amount may be
reduced.
"Most people, including
those in financial need, have
Some ineorne," he noted.
"That's
why ' the. word
'supplemental' appears in the
name of the supplemental
security income program. The
payments generally are addedto other income?'
The Federal paymbnts may
be reduced because of income
such as social security checks,
company pensions, veterans
compensation, or workers'
compensation. "But thelii-st
$20 a month of such income
doesn't count against the SSI
payment," the, spokesman
said.
"Also, the first $65 a month
in earnings from a job or self
employment doesn't count,".
he said. "SSI payments are
reduced by 50 cents for each $1
earned over $65 for the
month."
The basic Federal payment
amounts have been increased
by about 18.4 percent to keep
up with the cost of living since
the SSI program started in
1974. "Some people who were
ineligible_for payments then
may be eligible now," the
spokesman said.
People can get information
about applying for SSI
payments by calling or
writing any social security
office. The telephone number
for the Paducah social
security office is 443-7506. The
telephone number for the
Mayfield office is 247-8095.

if Murray.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
. r 4' I
Federal State Market
[ober 111.1976 •
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USED
FURNITURE
buyers
shop the
Classified Ads
before buying

Call 753-1916
To Begin A
Classified
Action Program

Classified Ctreuloti
on and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753
I916and 7531917

4 In Memory

If You
Need Them:
Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
. . J534332
Hospital
Emergency
. . 753-5131
Humane Society
753-3994
Comprehensive
Care
753.6622
Poison Control
753-751111
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Needline
753-NEED
Seen to Read
. 753-221113

Social Concerns
„Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

Check
Your
A

6..

.:•:-'-os
:•;':

.
Ir

mted

TOMORROW
Settle down my man of
yotfance not aF
alone, For we are with
you all the way,It's with
you we've grown.
The. light has shone so
many times and hope
has found a cause,
Please don't take this
wonderful Min, Break •
your-natural laws.
Now the darkness dons
its cloak, Please take.
him not tonight, Let him
smile another day and,
let his love shine bright.
He speaks not of his
loved ones for he speaks
not much at 'all, It is
hard to see much im: •
movable pride come to
suctia fall.
•
It's okay, my man,
Dream you dreams,
Sift your songs aloud. _
Spend a little time with
God You're in his hands
now.

•

ritten September 29.
19e
Fred Beavers HI
while ;tine with. his
Uncle
in the hospital.

l

5 Lost And Found
7 FOUND WEISER key No,?.
E-25476." round 'Outside
Fred's Store, claim key
at Ledger & Times.
Advertisers
are
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
correction
This
newspaper w•ii be
orq
responsible for

LOST UNDIES-gold wrist
watch,'(',ht -Murray High
School or Big John's.
Sentimental value.
Reward. Call 753-8534.

one incorrect insertion

6. Help Wanted

ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
lY SO PLEASE' CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTtrY IN CASE OF AN

FULL OR PART time.
Will accept college student applicants for
tocal Plant. Send
Resume to PM.Box 221,
Murray, Ky. •

'ERROR

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave.
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3. '

PARIS MEAT Processing
Company is now open
for business. Custom
slaughtering
and
complete processing for
home freezers. Beef,
hogs, deer and goats.
One mile North of Paris
on Old Murray and
Paris Highway. Call 901642-8201, after hours,
901,442-2269..
USDA
apprOved and inspected.

concern.
753-013.

NEEDIJNE,

g.

er....!'

RATH
TUB
ENCLOSURE kits. Mar-blized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur, Murray _
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.

That's
how many

YOUR NEED is our

nun'
e

matter
which

aQ_Capp—

75
$0141. 1.1 50
110
532
$.11 it; 12 fie'

t."4 ..1,1422,011

US 1,2 27(F:Y50
US 1-3300-450 Its'.
US 5-34511-4,54)1,;

expletive

24 visegs
26 Sera sable
26 Before
29 Dropsy
31 One
'following
33 Senior

9

Soi613

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
• I Simian
-a-Pronoun
6 Intertwines
11 Negation
13 Puzzie gr.
15 Tiutonic
deity

1j1-1 01)

•

59%

verttsing 753 /919
Classified Display

FOR NATIONAL BUSINESS
WOMEN'S WEEK
WHEREAS working"women
constitute over 30 niillion of
the Nation's working force,
and are constantly striving to.
serve their communities,their
-states and their nation in civic
ah4.,ultural programs,and WFIE1EAS major goals of
.business and .professional
women are ,
o help create
better conditiont-f,or business
women through the udy of
social, educational, ecdfionic '
and ptili t IcaI problems; to help
them be of greater service to "-,
their community; to further
friendship with
women
throughout the world,and
WHEREAS all of us are
-proud of their leadership in •
these many fields of endeavor,
NOW THEREFORE I, John
'E. Scott mayor of the city of
MURRAY in the Commonwealth of.Kentucky by the
authority vested in me, do
hereby proclaim October 18
through 24, 1976 as -Natioanl
Business Women's Week,
sponsored by the National
Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs,
Inc.,and urge all citizens, and
civic and fraternal groups, all
. edurational associations, all
news media and othercomMunity organizations to join in
this salute to working women
encouraging
by
and
promoting the celebration of
the achievements Of all
business and professional
women as they contribute to •
our economic, -civic and
cultural purposes.
This is the 14th day of
October, 1976.
. John F. Scott, Mayor, City

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

News Society and
Sports
753 1918
Retail Display od

PROCLAMATION

The first known patent for
rayon was taken out in '1855 by
George Andemars. but rayon
was perfected b Sir Joseph
Swan in 1683. —

MAKE •Hrm TALK!

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Murray Mayor John T. Scott signs a proclamation setting the week ol-October 18-24 as National Business
Women's Week in Murray. On the left is Linda Carter of
the Morris Business and Professional,Women's Club.
The dub will.have activities starting Wednesday with a
Friendship luncheon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord from 11:00 a.-m. to 130 p. m., no reservations needed, 'Thursday regular dinner, meeting at
6:30 p. m. at Murray Woman's Club House with faye
Wells as guest speaker,Sunday breakfast at Perkins Pancake House at 7:00 a. m. with NeVa Gray Allbritten as
guest speaker,nO reservations needed. The "Woman of
the Year' will be announced at the breakfast and the
members and guests will attend church at 10:45 a. m.
with the woman selected kir the honor.

SSI Eligibility Not
Ended By Some Income

LANE GRADUATES AT MURRAY STATE-Three recent gradual vs us Line
College, Jackson, Tenn., who are doing graduate work at Murray (Ky.)State
University chat with faculty members on the campus.Shown(from left) are:
Dr. Charles Tolley, director of the Higher Education Program on the campus; J. H. Morgan, it., of Jackson, Tenn., and ,Arlanda Burnett of Denmark
Tenn., both 1976 graduates of Lane; Opal Hennings,former faculty mernber
at Lane who is now on the social work faculty at Murray. State; Dr. Ben
Humphreys, chairman of the Department of -Professional Studies: and Arthur Griffin of Columbus, Ga., a 1975 graduate of Lane. Morgan, Burnett,and
Griffin are working toward the S.C.T. degree at Murray State in the program
headed by Tolley.

HERE'S THAT
CREEPY OLD /
— HOUSE

111111111S*

FREE S'ISIT. United
Figure Salon, Dixieland
.Center: Call 753-6881.
Open Monday-Friday,
until 7:30p.m.

CHRISTMAS HELP.
Earn $:100 between novi
and Christmas,2 litlJrs a
day-5 days a week 12,6r
interview call 753-81170
• between 2 and 5p m
SALES PERSON, full time for ladies specialty
store: Must be experienced.
Good
working
condition.
Excellent salary. Apply
Behr's, Central Shop, pingt:enter„ Murra!,-7—

SECURITY GUARD for
Specialty store, Thur- •
sday and Friday. 5-9,
Saturday', 1•9, Sunday 16. Must be experienced •
and have own uniform.
Apply Behrs Central
Shopping
Center, 40
Murray.
WANTED - Someone to pick corn with conveyor
and put corn in crib. Gall
753-2542, Pete Henson,
NEED BRICK layer to
lax about 32.000 bricks.
If interested call 3653933 after ,i p m.

. MURRAY
MOSSY aim
1 00 a m to 8 00 p to Nur,
day thru Saturday tit)
Train Sets & Accesr..orws
Airplane, r ar & truck mode.
kits. mar•tarne luts & +upplies and much more la,
-available wall paper and
1..itch standard paint

OW

TAKING
at ions for part
resses. If you
rested in
e not
working week
and
evenings, do not e

614 4th Street,
753-7363
.

,SOMEONIE TO install a
'fence around the yard
Call 753-1398 or 762-041

No phone calls..00Jonla

•

House Smorgasbord..

•
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6. Help Wanted
NEED THREE MEN for
sides and service. $165
per week salary plus
commission plus fringe
benefits. Call 753-0359.

SALES
WANTED,
consultant who has
successful sales experience. Earn $3004500
per week, plus auto
bonus.
expense
Tremendous future if
you are the right person.
be married,
Must
honest, dependable, and
to assume
willing
responsibility. If you
feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
10. Business Opportun.tv
Book
CHRISTIAN
Center, 808 Chestnut.
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
FOR SALE or lease on
Murray State University
Billiard
-campus.
Business and Rental
Property, $13,900, for
_._ total purchase. Will
lease Billiard Business
for $350 month or will
lease 22' x 56' building
for 6300 month. Contact
Jim' Biggs, (502) 8265822.

DIRECT
COMPANY-DISTRIBUTORSHIP
PROFIT
MARK:UP 100°.
VERY HIGH
VOLUME
BUSINESS
empar,ma,kel.ngdirett
rn Nalmmal ManufaCt.aer
year reCOf'd of Success
,1h
nd ZBILL ON Colter industry
seAs iota! Mstra,ufor

NO SELLING'
ACCOUNTS SECURED
BY COMPANY
HUNDREDSAVAILABLE IN THIS
AREA
the factory and
'al. lc 0.0 0.str,butceS

IMMEDIATE INCOME
WITH MONEY BACK
RE-PURCHASE
AGREEMENT
Men or Women tull or
part time This is not a
franchise --CASH REQUIRED
S4250
or tree twoCeo-re cep
'60C 44.3 5596 toil free
Mr kme or send Name
•idreSS an,t Telephone
N,TD.E.,10

WELCO INC
•
-,t0P‘aza West Building
Lone ROCk Arkansas
• 72205

14 Want To Buy

15 Article, Tor Salr.

COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.

blacktop
ASPHALT
patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple St.

WE -BUY your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.
SMALL FARM, approximately 50 acres
with house or good
building site in Calloway
County. Call 753-4788.

Winter is
Coming!

LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K,- Bel Aire Shopping
Center.

NOB is one of the best times to
spray under and armed ion
home, begs, spiders. all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for
a place to hibernate-ender your
boot Its warm, they are out ol
. the bad weather. •iidikst woo

SIGNED AND numbered
prints are now available
of White Owl. Contact
Donny Hudson at 7530872 after 5 p. m.

iff-=

Calloway County Fire
& Rescue, Inc.
Murray, Kentucky

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid. •
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226

October 11,1976
Board of Directors
Calloway County Fire-Rescue,Inc.
Murray,Kentucky 42071

29 Mobile Home Rentals
Gentlemen:
private,
LARGE SHADY
Call
home.
mobile
, lot for
489-2595.

Fire-Rescue, Inc. for the fiscal year ended
, I have examined the books and records of Calloway County
and
with general accepted additing standards
June 30, 1976. My examination was made in accordance
the
under
ary
necess
g procedures as I considered
accordingly included such tests and such other auditin

MOBILE HoMES and
mobile honk. ,oaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280

circumstances.
the
received and disbursements present fairly
In my opinion, the accompanying statements of cash
30, 1976, and
June
of
as
ky,
Kentuc
,
Murray
Inc.,
financial position of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue,
ing prinormity with generally accepted account
the results of operation*,year then ended insprif
'
ciples.

32 Apartments F3r Ren!

Phone 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
l
& Pest Contro
100 South 13th

TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment, near
University, no pets, Call
753-3106.

24. Miscellaneous
FOR SALE WASHER and
dryer. $150. Baby items
and diapers. Call 7530209.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and,save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
TRACTOR MOWER 8 h.
p. Briggs and Stratton
engine, _electric start,
electric lights, 36 in. cut,
like new. $500. Call 75347826-9 p.m.

BARGAIN PRICES ON:
806 INTERNATIONAL
3-toads desks, chairs
tractor, 12 ft. Interand file cabinets. Over
national wheel disc. 5-16
4x8
of
ons
50 selecti
semi-mt. plows. Two
in.
paneling from $2.75 to
Ford drill. Call 395row
67.00 per sheet 4x8 ex7463.
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20. NEW FORD tractors and
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
equipment. Parts, sales
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
and service at A & I
Phone 587-2420.
Ford Supply, Inc. in
Paris on Highway 54
West for low,low prices!

NOTICE

WHITE TRACTOR and
combines. Hillsboro
grain trailers; GraVity
beds. A & I Ford Supply
on Highway 54 W in
Paris.

WELDING RIG and
equipment. Any or all.
74 Lincoln 200 amp on 62
rebuilt Ford truck. New
steel bed. See at Halfway Point Garage, 13
miles, South of Paris on
New Camden Highway.
26 TV Radio
1977 ZENITH TV's and
Stereos at the lowest
prices with the biggest
guarantee at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and Service, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We
service-what-we sell.
2) Mob,le Home Sales
TRAILER FOR SALE or
rent. 12 st,65 almost new
3 bedroom. $160 month.
Deposit and reference.
Phone 492-8120.

1974 ATLANTIC Deluxe
12' x 60' on large, nice
corner lot in subdivision
in front of East
Elementary. Has new
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
outbuilding ,and 2 large
wooden porches. Priced
Supply Co., 1444 6865,
to sell. Call 753-1775.
Paducah,Ky.
22 Musical

Come in &
pick up your
little Freebies

prowl operated
IN Wm,Co.
margin

LEGAL NOTICE

MOBILE HOME, II x 68.
Three bedroom, split
level. Located in Fox
Meadows,Trailer D-2.

THINK

MIMEOGRAPH
alACHINE, like new. 16. Home TJrnishings
Reasonable. Call 7538771 after 5 p. m.
HOTPOINT refrigerator.
$50.00. Call 753-2762.
FIREPLACE
ENCLOSURES,
THE BEST! The most
polished brass, antique practical! Even beats
brass or blackened the bean bag. Try THE
brass, $88.88. Aluminum .4.1LD SHOE now at Crass
step ladders, 5 ft. $1188. Furniture.
6 ft. $14.88, 8 ft. $22.95.
extension CHINA CABINET, oak,
Aluminum
ladders, 16 ft. $18.88, 20 round table, spardsh
ft. $24.88, 24 ft. $32.;.;.
table and 4 chairs. Two
Pace CB radios model
chairst _ platform
antique
- _
143 $69.95, model 123-A
rocker,: tw.o new han$89.95 mode1144 $113.95,
ade shawls, one
- itha-n-,-(7)-ne long formal,
•
Portable 23°°- electric
Tndel
size 10. Call 753-4716.
heaters 4,000 watt, - 4
stack, $31.99. E.lectric ICIRKSEY
USED
water heater, 17 gallon
FURNITURE. Washer,
$59.95, 30 gallon $68.88,
dryer, living and dining
40 gallon $79.95. Chain
room suites. Call 489saw chains, 13 in., 3/11 in.,
2752.
• or 404 pitch enough for
12 in. bar, $8.95, 16 in. 17 Vacuum Cleaners
$9.95, 20 in. $10.95. Mr.
Coffee _II, $24.95, Mr. 11134BY VACUUM Sales
Coffee I. $29.95. Wallin
and Service, 500 Maple
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
Hour answering
24
BABY, GIRLS and ladies
service.
clothing. Nine through
15, and also lady shoes,
ELECTROLUX SALES
911-10. Call 753-6069 after
and service. Call Tony
6.
Montgomery, 753-6760,
or night.
day
.
14AMIYA C-330 camera
Normal and wide angle
18 Sewing Machines
lenses. $395. Call 1-2473541 after 6p. m.
KENMORE PORTABLE
sewing machine. $50.
BABY BED without
Call after 6,753-0745.
mattress. Car seat. Call
753-2532.
19 Farm Equipment

apThe Murray Fire Department will accept
y. Applications for employment to fill one vacanc
obtained
plications and further information may be
- 5th and
in the Chiefs office, Central Fire Station,
no later
Poplar. All applications must be returned
: 753-1688
Number
1976.
5,
er
Novemb
P.M.
5:00
than

1; ts1, rci Home Sates

23 Exterminating,

CONRAD'S PIANOS
ORGANS, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

LAWRENCE
1974
MOBILE HOME. 12x50,
2 bedroom, all electric.
Service pole. Practically new 17,000 BTU
window air conditioner
and underpinning. Lived
in one year. $4550.00.
Call .354-6465 a(ter 5 p.
m.

NOTICE

A 10% Penalty will be added to city of
Murray Property Taxes if not paid by
November 1, 1976. Taxes are payable to
the city clerk, city Wall building, Murray,
Kentucky. The city clerk's office is open
8 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Monday thru
Friday and will be open 9:00 a. m. to
4:00 p. m. Saturday, October 23 and 30th.

Jo Crass
City Clerk

FOR
APARTMENT
RENT. 308 South 10th.
Call 753-0859.
APARTFURNISHED
MENT. $50 month. At
All
New _ Concord
electric. Call 436-2427.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished duplex, 1
block of major shopping
center. ;135 per month.
Deposit required. Call
753-5421 after 5p. m.
2
UNFURNISHED
bedroom apartment.
Ready for immediate
occupancy. Call 7534331.
DUPLEX APARTMENT
in country on private
road. Partially furnished. Full carpeted.
All. electric $140. City
water included, deposit
required. Call 753-8848.

Respectfully submitted,
Thomas E.Shirley
Statement of Cash Receipts L
Disbursements
o For the Fiscal Tour
Eroded June 30, 1976
Cash Balance July 1,1976

1,078.63

Receipts
DonationsReceived(Schedule)
CB Radio Raffle
Calloway County Fair -..._.
State Aid
Road Blocks
Flushing Hydrants
Insurance Claim
Miscellaneous
Total Receipts

4,176.06
1,016.00
625.40
926.60
991.39
475.52
194.65
36
8,405.98

Total Available for-Disbursements

9,484.61

Disbursements
Telephone
Utilities
Equipment
Gas and Oil
Building and Rent
.Maintenance
Public Relations
Insurance
Miscellaneous Expenses
Total Disbursements

587.61
458.07
1,535.97
1,243.03
995.36
538.61
61.45
622.00
470.48
6,512.58

FOR RENT THREE
bedroom house, unfurnished On Valentine
Ave. Call 753-2342.
BEAUTIFUL MODERN
redwood and 'stone 2
bedroom country home.
Central heat, air and
$225.
vacuum.
References and dantage
deposit required. Call
75X7410.•
THREE BEDROOM. 2
bath, fully furnished, all'
electric. 1.5 miles from
Murray. $175 month,
$100 deposit. No singles.
Call 753-9829.
HOUSE. VERY efficient,
4 bedroom, etc. Near
schools. Call 753-2800.
3
new
DUPLEX,
bedroom, 641 South 442
nines. Reference and
deposit, no pets. Phone
492-8120.
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
753-5881.
37 livestock

Supplies

TWO MALE HOGS. Pure
bred Duroc. Six months
old. Call 474-2369.
FOR SALE 50 pigs. Call
753-9681.

38 Des Supplies
AKC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodles. Male,and
female. Call 753-0957.
TIN() SIAMESE kittens
t -,r sale. Call 753-7378.
•W() MALE Beagles, one
with papers.
A1CC
CMaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call 7537126
40. Produce
HALLOWEEN PUMPKIN. Pete Hinson, call
753-2542.
EAR CORN for sale. Call
436-2315 or 753-4698.
43. Real Estate
FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Inktrance and Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.

Cash Balance June 30, 1976
Bank Reconciliation
Juno 30, 1976
ent
Statem
Bank
per
Balance
Outstanding Deposits
Total
Outstanding Checks
Check No.925
Check No.963
Balance per Bank
Balance per Books,July 1, 1975
Add: Deposits for Year
Total Available for Disb.
Less: Disbursements for Year
Balance Per Books June 30,1976
Donations Received
For the Fiscal 'Nor
Ended June 30, 1976
Donor
•
Beatrice Brown
Gus Robertson,Sr.
Lennis Hale
Leon Grogan
Arthur Birk
Ruth Robert
Katherin Dowdy
Preston Jones
r
Mrs. Roxie Jones
Brent Manning
David B. Henry
Joel A. Crawford
Crawford Barnett
D.H.Stubblefield
Invitation Class
John Prescott
Bailey Barnett
Jewell E. McCallon
Calloway Co.Soil Imp. Assn.
Truston Furcher
AtBlum
Shoemaker Seed Co.
Stokes Tractor & Imple. Co.,Inc.
Kenton Miller
Mrs. Rue Overby
Mrs. E. B. Ross,Sr
C. 0. Bondurant
Peoples Bank of Murray
Hutson Chemical Co.,Inc.
Bank of Murray
Wesleyan Circle - First United
Methodist Church
Max Churchill Funeral Home
Frank Maddox
B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co
Plainview Stables
Dewey Todd Friends
Dennis C. Noel
Roy Boswell
Wilma Dowdy
Lala Dowdy
Oscar McClain
Ray Boggles
Dapthe Outland
Terry Brooks
Mr.& Mrs. Hosten Wright
Mr.& Mrs. A. W. Morris
-Boyd Se Lorue Bizzell...
Baron Palmer
David Palmer
Lucille Cooper
Stabler's Dairy Farm
Verble Taylor
Zane Holcomb
Audrey Canon

900
25.00
150.00
300.00
20.00
10.00
"100.00 25.00
10.00
10.00
- 25.00
500
23.05

Robert A. Rosemary
Hal Houston
Mrs. Ftoxie Jones
Danny Woods
Delbert Horschell
c. W.Farris
Billington Finance & Invest. Co
Dewey Todd
Gera/d Qles'
Lewes Smotherman
Calloway County High
E. Hendon
Lynn Grove Eggs
Ray T. Broach - Murray Calloway
County Insurance Agency

2,972.03

2,997.07
-02,997.07
19.04
600
25.04
2,972.03
1,078.63
8,405.98
9,484.61
6,512.58
2,972.03

Amount
10.11
500
500
20.00
20.00
500
500
20.00
25.00
15.00
25.00
25.00
500
25.00
25.00
10.00
500
12.50
200.00
20.00
25.00
10.00
60.00
20.00
500
15.00
10.00
50.00
75.00
50.00
40.00
125.00
20.00
27.00
15.00
50.00
500.00
l.00
40.00
100.00
25.00
15.00
500
500
10.00
25.00
10.00
• 25.00
20.00
10.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

Carl Lockhart
East Elementary FTC
Jerry Marie Jones
Dall Reddick
Bobby Osborn
John W.Brinkley
Lawrence Martiz
James M.Burns
Crawford Barnett
Mary Burgess
Hawk Taylor
Bill Gluber
Koye TaylorWillard Alford
Olive Sahli
Verna Cord
Lynn Crysler
Goldie Smith
Max Bonner
Ray Bynum
Elmer Williams
Betty Boesel
"Joe Pat Johnson
Jimmy Harper
Galen Thurman
Jerry Berry
Charles Wiley
James Green
Glynn Bushort
Edward Schultz
Del Hall
Frank Ryan

.-

John Hauchin
Herlie Chadwick
Billy Jo Chadwick
Captain James E. Perkins
George Steele
Marjorie Wagner
Pay Carraway
Cedric Bensan
Grover Waide
Dennis Kelly
J. A. Gregory,Sr.
Donald Hughes
Ralph Waldrag
Edgar Harrell
T. J. Smith
Ronald Christopher
Gaines B. Beck
Hollis Rederdice
Ira B.Shuffit
Daniel Everhard
Albert Mina
Leonard Kocys
William Moffitt
Tal Fannen
William WeaFren
Mrs. L.Short
Frank Mattox
Hugh Houston
Grayson McClure
LaBurna Dixon
Louis Ekicks
Dorothy S. Brouder
Lloyd Williams

50.00
10.00
57.90
2 00
100
500
250
500
10.00
51)0
25.00
2 00
200
500
500
500
500
500
500
5 00
500
10.00
10.00
200
400
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
,a.10.00

n.oe

15.00
15.00
15.00
5 00
5 00
500
5 00
10.00
500
5 00
5 00
500
5 00
25.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
5 00
500
15.00
25.00
10.00
15.00
500
500
500
200
100
5 00
5 00
25.00
5 00
10.00
10.00
10.00

t

15.00
500
500
20.00
500
500
500
10.00
.20.00
10.00
10.00
-20.00
50.00'
10.00
10.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
20.00

Bailey Binford
Garrett Knight
Alf Shelton
Phillip Phillips
Karl J. Hoover
E. Purdom Parks
Emmett Ropier
Travis Shelby
Jimmy Berry
M. H. 13ashort
Edward Fishers
Willoughby
Drake Cutini
Double S & E. Rec.
Baron Palmer
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Doris Williams •
Sherman W.giusser
James Trevathan
Betty Nanny',
c/o Ellis Popcorn
Herman K. Ellis,
do Ellis Popcorn
Jerry Smith
Leonard Hooks
TotarDiiiifibris Received ......

10.00
100.00
400.00
10.00
_ _

_

•
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40IA
43 Real Estate

0.00
7.90
2.00
1.00
5.00
2.50
5.00
0.00
5.00
.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
4.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
15.00.
15.00
15.00

FANTASTIC BUY. Home
and grocery store, also 66 ACRES, new 2
extra building lot at New
bedroom brick home.
Providence. Home is
Call 382-2299.
older frame on 34 acre
wooded lot. Has 4
46 Homes For z.,3
bedroolit,- carpet,
drapes, and in excellent FOR SALE or trade for
condition. Barn and
mobile home, lot, or
smoke house. Store is
older house, etc. New 3
well stocked with $11bedroom brick on water
$10,000
inventory and
and sewer, mid 20's. Call
HOME AND 20 ACRES
gasoline pumps. The
753-3672.
just listed. Home is
price
will amaze you
almost new 3 bedroom,2
and everything goes
bath brick ranck home
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
including all stock and
with - large rooms,
home, 2 small outbuildings. CALL FOR
modern kitchen, central
buildings, close to
• electric heat and air,' APPOINTMENT TO
shopping - eenters and
SEE,Guy Spann Realty,
attached
downtown. On 641 South.
garage.
901 Sycamore,753-7724.
Located East of Murray
Call 753-0154.
in quiet, peaceful area.
ROBERTS REALTY - THREE BEDROOM
Large machine shed and
your leader in sales fo
other outside storage on
brick house,. stran-steel
your
needs
r1976
property.
Phone
shop building. On twolistings. Call 753-1651, if
KOPPERUD REALTY,
thirds 'acre. Call 753you are interested in
753-1222 and inspect this
8615.
selling your property.
fine property.

FOR SALE
1951 "Central" Hook and Ladder Fire Truck with
a 555 Cubic Inch Wavkesha Engine. Engine in perfect condition, which could be used for saw mill or
installation in other equipment. Also assorted
aluminum ladders. Sealed bids will be accepted in
the City Clerks Office City Hall. For further information'contact Jackie Cooper, Fire Chief. No.:
753-1688

Public Notice
A request has been received from Sid and Loretta Jobs by the Murray Planning Commission to
hold a public hearing to rezone the property at
1200 and 1202 Sycamore from R-2 residential to
PO Professional office. A public hearing will be
held at Murray City Hall on October 19, 1976 at
7:00 p.m. All interested parties are invited to attend this meeting.
W. A. Franklin, Chairman of Mune, Planning Consmision. Steve lea, Resident Planner City of
Murray, Ky.

15.00
.5.00
. 5.00
.5.00
. 5.00
10.00
.5.00
.5.00
.5.00
.5.00
.5.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
.5.00
. 5.00
15.00
25.00
10.00
15.00
. 5.00
.5.00
. 5.00
. 2.00
.1.00
.5.00
.5.00
.25.00
.5.00
. 10.00
.10.00
. 10.00
. 15.00
.. 5.00
.5.00
.20.00
.5.00
.. 5.00
.. 5.00
. 10.00
.20.00
. 10.00
10.00
-.-20.00
. 50.00.
. 10.00
. 10.00
.50.00
. 10.00
. 10.00
.20.00

NOT HIS ULCERS, IT MUST 13E H1S
TAX SHELTE RS."
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVY SUBURBAN. 44 ton front and
rear.
Air,
power
steering, and brakes.
New tires. $3995.00. Call
901-642-4795.
1966 FORD $300, Call 4892488.
1972 FORD pickup, V-8
straight shift. 1969
Rambler, 4
door,
steering brakes and air.
Call 753-8487.

1971 PONTAC Bonneville. 2 Dr. H. T.
Double power and air.
Excellent condition.
Low mileage $1100.00.
Phone 354-6217.

October Special

Fiberglass
Well Houses
Cash & Carry

$13100

During October

Murray Supply Co.
753-3361

208 E. Main

NOTICE
Emerson Electric Company of
Paris is accepting applications
each day at the Plant Guard
House.
Permanent jobs are available.
Applicants must be willing to
work any shift.
Equal Opportunity
Employer

FOR
SALE

ATTENTION:
Ex-Tappan Employees If you are looking for a new
career I have several small
business opportunities. A
Dress Shop, an Auto Parts
Store, a Resort Grocery, a
Beer Carry-Out plus several
others in the Paris, McKenzie, Paris Landing and Camden areas
Joe Pet Elkins end Dan
Brown, ELKINS REALTY, 112
E. Wood St., Paris, Toon.,
Tolciplirioe: 901-642-6814

BY OWNER -3bedroom
house; large lot, with a
body shop, 30 x 40, 2
driveways to it, 1 mile
West from the city limits
on 121. Call 753-6347.

I.
1971

Pontiac llonnottio, now

tires, factory oir, crvisowtoric,
(Roo.'850.00. Call 753-573.t.
"

1970 MALIBU 307 two
barrel, needs front cap.
$450. Call 753-9599.
1976 CORDOBA, air
condition, tilt wheel,
cruise control, stereo
tape. 4800 miles. Call
437-4738.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE - 1971 Pontiac
Bonneville. Call 7535738.
1974 MAVERICK with
power steering, brakes
and air condition. Call
437-4526.

DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work. Grading,
hauling and bushogging.
Free estimates. Call 4362382.

CONLAKELAND
STRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home days. Call
• 753-6905.

KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds,
In business, homes,and
institution rugs come
steam
by
clean
Free
cleaning.
estimates, 24 our answering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

WILL DO SEWING or
ironing in my home. Call
753-1783.

GLASS REPLACEMENT
wdrIe for automobiles,
homes, and stores, plus
storm windows and
doors repaired or
replaced. Window glass,
mirrors, and table tops.
M and G Complete
Glass,
Dixieland
Shopping Center, 7530180.
•

1954 DODGE PICKUP
813 Coldwater Road.
Call 753-2580.
FORD
1963
CUSTOMIZED van,
mag wheels, 8 track
stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

TILE
CERAMIC
bathrooms, Quarry,
slate , mirrors, shower doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.

1972_ VEGA GT.. Silver
with black stripes. Call
435-4294 after 5 p.m.

Specials
Ott 30 1974

Brake Work $59"
for Parts & Labor
oPack Wheel Bearings
oBleed & Adjust Brakes

Tune-Ups
$24"

"
v-8 18

6 Cylinder

GENERAL BACK-HOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and appliances -Also buy and
sell. Saws sharpened.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
_ condition, appliances,
water pumps, water'
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.

Transmission
Bands Adjusted
Includes Oil, Filter and Gasket

Civic Center 2701 Park Ave.

$32.5

Jim Fain
Motors

100.00
400.00
. 10.00
210 Sycamore

Antique Show
& Sale •
Paducah, ky..
October 22-23-24

,

753-0632 or 753-0633

Fri. 5 p. m. to 9 p. m. Sat. 11 a.m. to 9 p. m.
Sun. Moon to 6 p.m.
Public Inv1ted -Everything For Sale

SF:AM-FAS ALUMINUM
gutters. Free estimates.
Freed Cotlaun Co., 802
Chestnut Murray. Call
753-4832.
SHRUB AND TREE
trimming and removal.
Call 436-2294 after 5 p.

FOR SALE-seed wheat.
$4.00 bushel. Call 435-4343.
54 Free Column
TWO KITTENS, 31 2
months old. One malt.
and one female. 1,oval'e
and nIa-Yful Call 436- _5468_
FREE TO SOMEONE for
a pet. Seven weeks old.
Female puppy. Call 7532616.

Bankroll Card
Jim Adams Food Liners

WEIGHTel)WATCHERS.1
If you hove weight to lose it can certainly work for
you!
Class every Monday at 7:00 p.m. in the First
Methodist Church on Maple Avenue.
Far Informatioa Call...
753-1333

1952 Ford
Church Bus
For Sale
I Going to the highest sealed bid. Send all bids to
Dexter Baptist Church, 00 James PritChett,
Route 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036. All bids will be
opened October 20, 1976, highest bid will be con• 'tacted. To see co:intact
Riff Edwards, 437-4846
or
Howard Conner, 437-4454

-Service
'Dial
-A

..

ell

-

.1+p-it from
Tilt,alphahrtired page w ill run weeltl
the paper and ,i11, Fir hand reference

410

ah
OS

11,

1110

-..

Oak di

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six Call 753-4904.

Electrical Wiring, Residential & Commercial

400

Installations & Service

51 Services Offered

24 Hour Service

BULLDOZING,' prompt
dependabli
service.
Three bull dozers to
serve , ou.
Free °
estimate Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.

753-7203

474-8841

Fire
753-1441

PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old
work, with ye,arti of backexperience,
free
estimates Call 437-4534.

RADIO, TELEVISION t CI
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

474-8841
Anderson Electric Inc.
We cam da Capettart
. L Nowt Warranty Service
Hwy . 94 East
9 a m. to 9 p in Tues., Wed and
Thurs. 9 a.m to 10 p.m. Fri. and
Sat. Closed Stui. and Mon .

Custom-Built
PortableBuilding

7534984
Prices start at $386.00.
Complete,floored,
ready to use.
Large stock to choose'
from. Built to order

free
.Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

arrier

e
Quality Service
Company
753-9290

Commercial, residential, industrial &
Refrigeration
"
We service all brands'"

Appliance

Repair

753-3037

753-1959
474-2264.

753-3914

Hinman's
Rentals

Taber's Body
Shop
..

power end teems* took and
etc.

Appliance

753-5703

,Murray,Ky..

802 N. 18th Street
Murray. .

Quasar

502-492-8837
Je-ry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

Neese, rodeo, orro, sewer,

Dunn Furniture

_,_
lieftrustong &
rtistom Built Furman. ,

Hwy 641
6 Wes South

Steven Alexander
LW. Lyons .

Hobby Center

753-7363

.100 S. 13th St.
Murray. NN

S

Prompt, dependable
service.Three
bulldozers to serve ,
you.

Murray Paint

614 S 4111 St

Kelley's Termite.
8 Pest Control

Bulldozing

C

Thirlpool

Police
753-1621

Anderson Electric
& Fred's Repair

,

a

FURNITURE
REFINISHING. No
major repair work.
Reasonable rates. Call
753-8161.

ID

I

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
1968 VISTA CRUISER
station wagon with sunbank gravel. Call 436roof and air condition. . 2306.
Call after 5 p. m. 753ELECTRICAL WIRING
9311 or 753-2674.
home and industrial, air
BY OWNER: 7 room
conditioning,
and
1974 GMC aq ton Sierra
ranch style house with
refrigeration, plumbing.
Grande, 24,000 Hwy.
75 acres (2 acres in
and heating. Call 474• miles, HT F & R, 350 4acres
timber,
70
8841 or 753-7203.
bbl eng. Used as
tillable).
Three,
pleasure vehicle only.
bedroom house with
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
Mint condition. $3,850.
attached
garage.
Wilson.
put
and
Paris - 901-642-6991.
Recently redecorated.
siding
aluminum
and
Two stock barns, 70'
trim on your house.
1972 VEGA, 1 owner. Low
equipment shed, dairy
also
Colors
patio
mileage.
Good
barn,' other
outawnings and aluminum
condition. tall 753-7893
buildings. All under
carports and window
woven wire fence. One ...or 492-8308.
awnings Phone,753-1873
mile west of Dexter on
or 427-542)
1974 BUICK CENTURY
Hickory Grove Rd.
Luxus.
Excellent
Price $100,000. Call 753DRIV I' %' A YS
condition. 15,000 miles.
5618
GRAVELED,will haul
Call 753-0151 after 4 p.
m.
51 Services Offered
all types of rock; white,
decorative. and wash
1965 GMC van,6 cylinder, 1973 MONTEGO MX
rock. All types of sand
straight shift with mag
and agriculture lime.
Brougham. 44,000 miles.
wheels and. good tires.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
Air, power, $1800. 1973
AM-FM radio. 8350.00.L., Capri, sharp. Call 753call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
Phone 354-6217.
or 753-5795
3833.

with points add $4.50

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

50. Campers
POP UP CAMPER. Call
753
:
8615.

BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom underpinning,
patio
and
porch
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p. m:
Jack Glover.

FIREWOOD: CUT
order. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901.247-5509..
1948 FORD P2 Ion, truck
- - - --with grain bed. $400.00. TREE TRIMMING and
ROY
HARMON'S
Call 436-2294.
removal. 10 years exCARPENTER SHOP.
perience. Call -436-2294 . Professionals. Building,
after 5p.m.
remodeling, repairing.
Oldsmobile
1973
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Cutless Supreme, 2
CARPET CLEANING
Street, next to Drive-In
door haratop, bucket
very
experienced,
Theatre.
seats, sport wheels,
reasonable rates,
conditioner,air
free, DRIVEWAYS AND
references,
double power, AM 8
estimates. Quick drying.
track .stereo, blue
parking areas 'white
with sshite, vinyl top,
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
rocked and graded. Rip
white interior, local,
rap delivered and
new VW trade-in.
EXPERIENCED Placed. Decorated rock
Carroll VW Audi.
PAINTING, interior and
'put down over plastic-.
exterior by the hour or
Free estimate. Call
Chestnut Street
job. Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753753-8990
753-8343.
5429 after 4 p.m.
1975 CAMARO LT. Fully
equipped, 19,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Blue, new white wall
tires. Call 753-0358.

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
vinyl awnings.
or
Aluminum Service Co.,
Call 492-8647.

DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backftiling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

hed 111is \\. 06,

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 cti436-2586. _

1965 CADILLAC. 4 door
sedan. Also 196k Buick
Electra 225 tustoni,
cars
Both
$495.
mechanically
A-1
condition. Call 436-5548.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 7433-6614.

.WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
niy,ht 4.,42-1924.

,

•

. 10.00

,176.06

"iF 1T/6 NOT THE MARKET AND 1T'-;

1973 NINE PASSENGER
station wagon, fully
equipped. See at 401
BY OWNER. Attractive - South 6th Streer.
small, 2 bedroom,
located at 513 Beale,
1970 OLDS-442. Power
Ideal for retired couple,
steering, power brakes,
young family or rental
power 'windows, - tilt
property. Shopping area
wheel, AM-FM radio, 2
and new park within
mag wheels. Must sell.
walking di#tance.
Take tavAr.. 'payments.
Priced to sell. Call 753Call 474-2211, ext. 251.4862 or 753-1611.
1973 CHEVROLET IMPALA, 2 door hardtop,
BY OWNER. Three
bedroom kitchen, dining
brakes, steering, air and
room, front and back
vinyl •
roof.
1973
porch, full basement.
Toronado Oldsmobile,
brakes, steering air,
Good buy. Call 753-5996.
electric seats, and
windows, vinyl roof. 1968
BY OWNER: 7 room
GTO brakes, steering,
house with carport and
air, and vinyl roof. 1964
garage, brick and rock
Chevrolet Malibu,2 door
exterior on 5e acres
hardtop.Call 753-8780.
( with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
PI bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.

NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

51 SeoilLes Meted

1 Services Offered

AVAILABLE
EXPERIENCED housekeeper, babysitter.
Phone 753-1387.

LI`CENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.

45 Far ns For Sale

3t1

1. Services Offered

51 Servicvs Offered

FIRST TIME OFFERED
EXCEPTIONALLY
for this Six room, 2
NICE double-wide
P2 bath home
miobile home .. with. bedroom,
Hazel,
Xy.,
featuring
in
central heat and air,
heat,
gas
den, dining room and ...central
double
and
basement
many other features of
garage on 1.21 acres of,
comfortable. living. You
lovely, landscaped
must see this one to
property. Included is
iruly appreciate the
private well in addition
quality. Call 753-8080 or
to city water and sewer
come by 105 N. 12th,
system. Phone KopBoyd Majors Real
perud Realty•for details,
Estate.
753-1222.

A DOUBLE wide mobile
home on three tree
shaded lots can be yours
to move into immediately. This is
located in Baywood
Vista, near Ky 280
Pottertown
Road).
Property is priced to sell
to settle an estate. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Pam Rodgers at 7537116.

00

Jr 3E

11111111111111111

43 Real Estdte

NEW THREE
oom
home with vi g room,
den, kit en and two
baths. ully carpeted.
heat and air
onditioning.
Large
corner lot. JOHN C.
NEUBAUER, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Linda Drake at 7530492. -

M

24 Hour Wrecker See-

Hobby, Crafts, Paint
and Wallpaper
Open 800..m.
to 1:00 p tin

Poper
Hanging

Painting

753-0961
COM . Residences,
niercial. Canvasing.
Bill Houghton. Rte 6,
Box 68

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

vice

753-3134
't753-3303
753-6177
1301 Chestnut Murray,
Ky.

753-5397
102 S. tin St.
Murray, Ky.
v......r....
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Chester Dies
At Age 96; Rites
Being Held Today
Mrs. Georgia Chester, 96
year old resident of Murray
Route Seven, died Saturday at
.6:55 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was the
wife of Hardin Chester who
died in 1948.
The deceased was a
member of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born September 5,
1880, in Marshall County, she
was the daughter of the late
Charlie Anderson and Sarah
Eggman Anderson. .
Mrs. Chester is survived by
two daughterg, Mrs. Ed
I.illian ) Davis, Mayfield, and
Haughiie )
Mrs. Holton
Byars, 513 South Eighth
Street, Murray; two sons,
Robert Jones, Mayfield Route
Seven, and Otto Chester,
Murray Route Seven; thirteen
grandchildren; twenty great
grandchildren; thirteen great
great grandchildren.
The funeral services are
being heldjoday ( Monday) at
one p. rn. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Rome with Rev. Virgil
- -Blankenship officiating and
rtre Kings Sons Quartet
providing the song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
George Black, Colie Adams,
Chastene Stone, Will S.
Rogers, Wallace Rogers, and
011ie Hall. Burial will follow in
the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.

Loyd L Farris
-Dies Sunday With
Funeral Wednesday

Buck Hodges Dies
At Home; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday
V. B. (Buck) Hodges died
Sunday as four a.m. at his
home on Murray Route Five.
He was 77 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness.
The Calloway man,a retired
farmer, was a member of the
Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ. Born November 22,
1898, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Jeff
Hodges and Ella Bucy
Hodges. He was married
October 18, 1924, to the former
Attie Willoughby, Who survives.
Mr. Hodges is survived by
his wife, Attie; three
daughters, Mrs. Ray (Fay)
Austin, Lexington, Tenn.,
Mrs. Roy ( Delma)Thompson,
Centralia, Ill., and Mr&
William R. ( Shirley) Hubbs,
Murray; one son, Edwin
( Red) Hodges, Murray Route
Five; three half sisters, Miss
Lavelle Hodges, Murray
Route Five, Mrs. Alfred
(Dorothy)Thompson, Murray
Route Three, and Mrs. Fred
( Ava) Kiger, Freeport, Pa.;
three half brothers, Thomas
'Hodges, Smith Fourth Street,
Murray, and Owen and Noah
Hodges, Murray Route Five;
four grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Bro. Connie Wyatt and Bro.
James West officiating. The
song service will be by singers
from the Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ with John
Wyatt as song leader.
Pallbearers will be Charles
Hodges, Euin Willoughby,
Calvin Hall, John Simmons,
Mike Tune, and Alonzo
Forrest. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

hlaitke
Prices of stocks of local interest at4,
noon today furnished to the Ledger Is
Times by I. M.Sunon Co. are as follow':
Lndus. Av.
Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Ford Motor
Gm.Druunics
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

+5.73

Battling The Blaze

s
274 -,
4
4% -,
4
264 +,
60 um
55%
46,4
MN +.4
244 +%
24% unc
216%
32% +-14,
214 -l4
3246 +
17% -0,
7% -4
18 +
26 /MC

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First .4 Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows
46 +14
Heublein Inc. .......
52'4 +.4
McDonalds Corp
6% um:
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
60 +Is
Union Carbide
27% 4W.R. Grace
26% 'Texaco
50%
General Flee
4 unc
,
, 13
GAF Corp
%
33%
Georgia Pacific
28%
Pfizer
3414 +%
Jim Walters
12~ -,4
Kirsch
44% -La
Disney
Franklin Mint.........32% +

1

MEET CANCELLED
The Community Continuing
Nursing Education meeting,
scheduled for tonight ( Monday) at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, has been
cancelled, according to the
office of Stuart Poston, administrator.

Cloudy and Cool
Increasing cloudiness and
cool tonight, low in the mid
30s. Mostly cloudy Tuesday
with a chance of rain in the
afternoon, high in the upper.
50s. Wednesday rain

Firefighters assisted in saving records as well as fought the fire at the clinic.

Former Governors Combs And
Chandler Favor Jimmy Carter

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) — Kentucky Democratic
Loyd L. Farris of Murray
they point out faults governors say they favor
Although
_ Route Eight died Sunday at
the
Carter in
major ,Jimmy
Iwo
the
with
10:30 p.m. at his home. He Was
presidential election.
and
candidates
presidential
78 years of age.
their campaigns, two former - Bert T. Combs said Sunday
The deceased was a retired
the
of
farmer and a member
Church of Christ. Born
December 22, 1897, in
Calloway County, he was the
Funeral services for Louie
son of the late Homer Farris
Dunn of Dexter are being held
and Addie Wikerson Farris.
today at two p. m. at the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. chapel of the Max Churchill
Payne ,Hendley Farris, to
Funeral Home with Rev.
whom he VMS•married March' Heyward Roberti and Rev.
22, 1942; one son, Charles
Ernes! Cox officiating. The
William Farris, Dayton,Ohio;
song service will be directed
pne grandson, Bill Farris, by Tilghman Barrow.
Murray; two stepdaughters,
Granegens are serving as
Mrs. Joseph I Dorothy) pallbearers who are David
Lenien, Pleasant Ridge, Ftoberts, Bobby Louis Dunn,
Mich., and Mrs. Johnny
Isaac Dunn, Jr., Louie Hen( Mary ) Norris, Dearborn, son, James Henson, Johnny
Mich.; one step son, Robert
Henson, and Junior Henson.
Slaughter, Cleveland, Ohio;
Burial will be in the Kirlcsey.
one brother, Aubrey Farris, Cemetery.
Murray Route Five__
- Mr. Dunn, age 74, died
Funeral services will be
Saturday at 7:10 a. m. at the
held Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
Murray-Calloway County
at the chapel of the BlalockHospital. Born May 7, 1902, in
Coleman Funeral Home with
Calloway County, he was the
burial to follow in the Murray
son of the late Charlie A. Dunn
Memorial Gardens.
and Cora Estes Dunn.
Friends may call at the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
funeral home after six p.m.
Pearl Carroll Dunn,Dextgr, to
1.
today ( Menday.
whom he was Married SepAbr..
tember 22, 1923; five
Suzanne Doyle prepares stage decorations for the
daughters, • Mrs. Cora Mae
Fast Film Service
Henson, Dexter, Mrs. Betty
Style Show to be held Tuesday, October 19, at eight
Roberts, Murray Route Five,
At Big Discount
p.m. at Murray State University Lovett auditorium. Mrs.
Mrs. Larue Zollinger, PrinDoyle is a member of the Music Department of the
Full
ceton, Mrs. Beauton Trimble,
Murray Woman's Club, sponsor of the annual event
Roll
Eddyville, and Mrs. Mary Sue
featuring styles from stores in Murray.
Henson, Murray; four sons,
sue Photo hr. Dar icl Hill
Fresh Color
George L. and Issac Dunn,

Funeral Is Today
For Louie Dunn

2.49
994 -

m
Artcraft Studios

tiIS. 1 2th.

753-0035
Free Perkier, At Itw D001

Murray Route Two, and J. D.
Dunn,Dexter; one sistOr, Mrs.
Pearl Thorn, Dexter; twentyfive grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.

Dr. Bryan I...Thacker
is pleased to announce the opening of his office for the practiceibf Chiropractic at the

Murray Chiropractic
Center
Formerly Emmert Chiropractic Center)

903 Sycamore Street, Murray, Ky.
753-9909
Hours:
x Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9-12, 2-6
Tues., Sat.,912

that the former Geocgia
governor's Playboy magazine
interview .."huri some, but I
think that both men are rather
inept candidates to be running
for president and I think its a
matter of balance between the
ineptness."
'A:B. "Happy" Chandler
said the presidential campaign has been "sort of trashy
in spots and the Playboy thing
was overblown, overdrawn
and misquoted. It was not a
fortuitous circumstance and
he'd ( Carter).been better off if
he hadn't said it."
Chandler, twice governor —
once from 1935-39 and later
1955-59, said President Ford
made "a grevious error when
he said those emigres in
eastern Europe were not
under the domination of the
Soviets." He said that Ford's.
remark resulted in the loss of
votes in Chicago "which is the
second largest Polish city in
the world and this has helped
Mayor (Richard) Dailey's
effort for Carter there
tremendously."
Combs, who was governor
from 1959-63, said he feels
Carter is a "strong candidate,
but I think he's strong by
reason of the situation. I think
he comes into a situation
where it doesn't take much to
be strong. You can take a slow
horse and put him in a plug
race and he runs fast."

Blindness from glaucoma
can be sloped — if the (lineage
is caught in time. Find out
about it. Write Kentucky
Society for the Prevention of
Blindness, Box 132, Louisville,
Kentucky 40201.

Band Awarded Superior At MTSU
The Murray High School Band was
awarded a superior rating at the
"Contest of Champions" held Saturday
at Middle Tennessee State University
Stadium, Merfreesboro,Tenn.
Saturday afternoon the Murray band
competed with 129 other championship
bands from four states. The contest was
-held despite the cold, rainy weather
which prevailed the entire day and
evening. Eight of the bands were
.selected to the finals held that night at
the stadium.
In the inspection aspect of the contest,!here was a three-way tie for the
top score between—Murray, George
Rogers Clark, and
Nashville
McGavock, all having 9.7 out of 10
rating. Murray had no infractions on
uniforms, instruments, or personal
appearance, but a .3 penalty was
awarded for foot positions at the

position of attention, accordins to Joe
Sills, Murray band director
In the finals Murray placed third
ahead of t Fe Tennessee State Champion
McGavock who was awarded the
"Govern'. Cup!' for the fifth consecutive year.
The preliminaries score, the inspection score, and the finals score
were totalled to determine placement.
The bands in •wder of placement were:
Lexington Lafayette (last year's
chainpit in George Rogers Clark (last
year's reserve Champion); Nashville
lifcGav,e1; Tennessee state champion); .M.urray; Meade County:
Murfre4'Shoro .1tiverdale; Franklin,
Term.; and North Hardin, Radcliff, Ky.
All of t hese bands were awarded
superiorr rat mg plaques. In addition to
the Iop eight, Jeffersontovin, Sylva, N.
were awarded
C.• and 11,9kinsville also 6

superiors, All of the remaining ban&
scored either excellent or good ratings.
"We are very proud of our students;
to be one of the top four two years in
succession is a great honor.'One reason
for attending this particular contest is
to observe other bands and learn from
the experience. We-still-have the 'MidSouth Invitational' in Memphis h0-xT Saturday and the 'Festival of Chan,pions' at Murray State on October 30.
At this particular contest the highest
scoring Kentucky Band will be awarded
the state championship, and several of
the bands from last Saturday will be in
this competition," said Director Sills.
"I believe that our experiences will
help us to do an even better job at these
two coming events, and I especially
want to thank all of the Band Boosters
who traveled to mTsu to support us,"
the director said.

THINK ABOUT IT!

•

By KENNETH IMES
•
Ben Franklin said,"A good newspaper and Bible in
every house, a good schoolhouse in every district, and
a church in every neighborhood, all appreciated as
they deserve, are the chief support of virtue, morality,
civil liberty and religion."
Newspapers are published everywhere. Every individual person must determine his or her extent of appreciation. Nearly every home has a Bible. Too few are
read; hence unappreciated by the many- who own a
Bible as a mere possession. Schools are in every
district- They and their purposes simply can not be appreciated when small but determined militant
minorities successfully shackle the ideas and ideals of
the majority of students and teache,rs. Churches are
Seen in every neighborhood. They can not be appreciated when people absent themselves from
devotional participation andrefuse to change patterns
of daily conduct.
Isn't it obvious that if virtue, morality, civil liberty
and religion are to be supported, a lot more,people will
have to change their thinking, attitudes and actions".....

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411

WIN A1976 FORD PINTO
Register FREE
at any participating
Downtown Merchant

Shop where you Save with the Downtown Murray Merchants Association

Drawing
Oct. 23,5 PM
Courthouse Lawn

